BI xPress

View BI xPress Live Documentation
BI xPress is an SSIS and SSAS tool that integrates directly into Visual Studio for developers, and has a
launcher application for DBAs who prefer to not work in BIDS. It allows you to quickly build packages,
install robust auditing frameworks, and helps DBAs deploy packages.
Feature Highlights
·
Create more efficient, reliable packages, cubes and reports.
·
Ensure your environment is performing well and not breaking best practices
·
Never have to code the same code twice! Ensure team collaboration and re-usability.
·
Never fear an audit or wonder what's running in your environment.
·
Track down a failure faster and recover in seconds not hours with Service Level Agreement features.
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Setup Instructions

Setup Instructions
Table of Contents
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Hardware Requirements
·
Software Requirements
·
Required Permissions
By installing Pragmatic Workbench, you are installing all features of BI xPress, DBA xPress, and DOC
xPress. However, the features will only become available if you have purchased a license for the product
you are trying to use.
1.

After ensuring you meet the Hardware and Software Requirements, open the installer.

2.

If you do not wish to send feature usage statistics, uncheck the box "Send feature usage statistics to
Pragmatic Works."

3.

Make sure to read the License terms and conditions before checking "I agree to the License terms
and conditions". Once you have agreed, click "Next".

4.

5.

Select the type of installation you wish to perform.
1.
If you select "Custom", go to Step 5.
2.
If you select "Typical", go to Step 6.

On the "Custom" installation page, you may select which features to install or leave out. After making
your selections, click "Install".
Important Note:

By expanding BI xPress you may choose which version(s) of Visual Studio our add-in will be compatible
with on your machine. You may also choose to include DBA xPress, DOC xPress, LegiTest and the
optional prerequisites for DOC xPress and BI xPress' BI Compare.

6.

The installation progress view will appear.

7.

If you chose "Typical" install in step 4 or opted to install the optional prerequisites*, you will see the
following components request to be installed from the Microsoft ® site:
Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x86
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86
o
Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x64
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x64
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x64
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x64
o
Important Note:

These components are "Optional Prerequisites" because Pragmatic Workbench will work without them.
However, DOC xPress and BI Compare (a feature within BI xPress) do require them to be installed in
order to document and compare SSAS and SQL Server database objects.
8.

After each component, the Workbench installer will continue. If any error messages appear during
the installation of these components, please reference their error message against Microsoft's support
site for resolution.

9.

When the installer finishes running, you will be presented with this confirmation page. The "See
what's new" button will direct you to our Release Notes, you also have the option to close the installer
(click "Finish") or begin using Workbench ("Run").
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Hardware Requirements
Users can determine their hardware requirements based on their environment's deployment model. Many
of BI xPress' features need access to the BI xPress Database. This creates two deployment scenarios:

·
·

Single Machine: The same machine has both Workbench and the BI xPress database installed
Multiple Machines: Workbench and the BI xPress database are installed on separate machines
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Single Machine
In the single machine deployment model, the same machine has both Workbench and the BI xPress
database installed. Workbench is the program that contains BI xPress and its associated assemblies
while the BI xPress database is hosted within a SQL Server Instance.
The following memory and processor requirements apply to all editions of BI xPress:
Requirements
Component

Minimum

Recommended

Memory

4 GB

At least 8 GB and should be increased as the
BIxPress database size increases to ensure
optimal performance

Processor Speed

1.4 GHz

2.0 GHz or faster

Processor Type

Not Applicable

·
·
·
·

AMD Opteron
AMD Athlon 64
Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support
Intel Pentium IV with EM64T support

Important Note
Hardware requirements can vary based on workloads and other processes.
Running BI xPress on a virtual machine will be slower than running natively because of the overhead of
virtualization.
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Multiple Machines
In the multiple machine deployment model, Workbench and the BI xPress database are installed on
separate machines. Workbench is the program that contains BI xPress and its associated assemblies
while the BI xPress database is hosted within a SQL Server Instance. It is important to differentiate
between the client machine and the server machine:

·
·

Client machine: the machine where Workbench is installed
Server machine: the machine containing a SQL Server instance where the BI xPress database is
deployed

The following memory and processor requirements apply to all editions of BI xPress:

Client Hardware Requirements
Requirements
Component

Minimum

Recommended

Memory

4 GB

6 GB

Processor Speed

1.4 GHz

2.0 GHz or faster

Processor Type

Not Applicable

·
·
·
·

AMD Opteron
AMD Athlon 64
Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support
Intel Pentium IV with EM64T support

Server Hardware Requirements
Requirements
Component

Minimum

Recommended

Memory

4 GB

At least 6 GB and should be increased as the
BIxPress database size increases to ensure
optimal performance

Processor Speed

1.4 GHz

2.0 GHz or faster

Processor Type

Not Applicable

·
·
·
·

AMD Opteron
AMD Athlon 64
Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support
Intel Pentium IV with EM64T support

Important Note
Hardware requirements can vary based on workloads and other processes.
Running BI xPress on a virtual machine will be slower than running natively because of the overhead of
virtualization.
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Software Requirements
Before installing Workbench, make sure you meet the following system requirements:
·
SQL Server Integration Services 2005, 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, 2014, 2016, 2017
·
BIDS 2005, 2008, 2008 R2 (Business Intelligence Development Studio) or SSDT 2010, 2012, 2014,
2016, 2017 (SQL Server Data Tools)
·
Microsoft ® .NET 3.5 with Service Pack 1
·
Microsoft ® .NET 4.0
·
Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (2017 Providers only)
·
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86
The following operating systems are supported by Workbench:
·
64-bit (x64) Operating Systems:
Windows Server 2003 (at least Service Pack 2) *
o
Windows Vista (at least Service Pack 2)
o
Windows Server 2008 R2
o
Windows Server 2012
o
Windows Server 2016
o
Windows 7
o
Windows 8
o
Windows 10
o

·

32-bit (x86) Operating Systems:
Windows XP (at least Service Pack 3) *
o
Windows Server 2003 (at least Service Pack 3) *
o
Windows Vista (at least Service Pack 2)
o
Windows Server 2008 R2
o
Windows Server 2012
o
Windows 7
o
Windows 8
o
Windows 10
o
Important Note:

Windows XP and Server 2003 have been deprecated from full support. Any issues encountered on
either Windows XP or Server 2003 must be reproducible on newer versions of Windows to be eligible for
support.
The following prerequisites are required to enable some features within BI xPress:
·
BI xPress extension for Visual Studio 2015 requires:
An installation of one of the following editions of Visual Studio:
o
Visual Studio 2015 Community Edition
§
Visual Studio 2015 Professional
§
Visual Studio 2015 Enterprise
§
The
following
extension installed within their Visual Studio 2015 environment:
o
SQL Server Data Tools for SQL Server 2016 (now includes BI Projects)
§

·

Plug-ins:
Auditing Framework, BI Compare, Package Builder Wizard, and/or SSIS Unit Test:
o
Any Third-Party Products (Connection Managers, Tasks, Components, et cetera) that
§
are used within the SSIS Package(s)

o

Report Mover
Reporting Deployment is compatible with SQL 2008 R2 or later
§

o

Report Monitoring Console:
Reporting Performance Monitor is compatible with SQL Server 2008 or later
§

The following prerequisites are required to enable some features within BI xPress and DOC
xPress:
·
64-bit Operating Systems:
Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x64
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x64
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x64
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x64
o
Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x86
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86
o

·

32-bit Operating Systems:
Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x86
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86
o

·

Providers:
Hive:
o

§
§

64-bit Operating Systems:
·
64-bit HortonWorks Hive ODBC Driver
·
32-bit HortonWorks Hive ODBC Driver
32-bit Operating Systems:
·
32-bit HortonWorks Hive ODBC Driver

o

Oracle:
64-bit Operating Systems:
§
·
64-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) 12c
64-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into the GAC
o
·
32-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) with Oracle Developer Tools
for Visual Studio 12c
32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into the GAC
o
32-bit
Operating
Systems:
§
·
32-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) with Oracle Developer Tools
for Visual Studio 12c
32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into the GAC
o

o

SQL:

§
§

o

64-bit Operating Systems:
·
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x64
·
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86
32-bit Operating Systems:
·
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86

SSAS:

§
§
§

64-bit Operating Systems:
·
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x64
·
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86
32-bit Operating Systems:
·
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86
SSAS Azure Analysis Services:
·
Microsoft Azure Analysis Services Client Libraries

§
o

SSIS:

§
§
§
§
o

Each version of SQL Server Integration Services (2008 R2 or above) that the user
wishes to document.
SQL Server Data Tools or Business Intelligence Development Studio.
Any Third-Party Products (Connection Managers, Tasks, Components, et cetera) that
are used within the SSIS Package(s)
Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (SSIS 2017 Only)

SSRS:

§
§
§

o

Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (SSAS 2017 Only)

At least one version of SQL Server Reporting Services (2008 R2 or above) that the
user wishes to document.
SQL Server Data Tools or Business Intelligence Development Studio.
Support provided for the following report locations:
·
File System: SQL Server 2005 and above
·
Native Web Services: SQL Server 2008 R2 and above
·
SharePoint Web Service: SQL Server 2008 R2 and above

Informatica PowerCenter:
If connecting to a SQL Repository:
§
·
64-bit Operating Systems:
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x64
o
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86
o
·
32-bit Operating Systems:
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86
o
If
connecting
to
an Oracle Repository:
§
·
64-bit Operating Systems:
64-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) 12c
o
64-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into
§
the GAC
32-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) with Oracle
o
Developer Tools for Visual Studio 12c
32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into
§
the GAC
·
32-bit Operating Systems:
32-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) with Oracle
o
Developer Tools for Visual Studio 12c
32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into
§
the GAC

System Requirements for other Workbench products:
The following prerequisites are required to enable some features within DOC xPress:
·
SQL 2008 or higher is required to create a DOC xPress metabase.
However, if connected to a valid DOC xPress metabase, SQL 2005 and up may be
o
documented, though there are some limitations to SSRS 2005 and 2008 documentation.

·

Documentation
CHM
o
HTML Help Workshop and Documentation
§
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Required Permissions
Many of the features within Workbench only need db_owner when issuing database updates. This occurs
when upgrading from an older version of Workbench to a newer version. Outside of database updates,
those users only need db_datareader and db_datawriter permissions. Below is a comprehensive list of
each feature and their required permissions.

·

BI xPress Required Permissions
Best Practice Analyzer:
o
BI xPress database:
§
·
Regular Usage:
db_datareader
o
db_datawriter
o
·
Database updates:
db_owner
o

§

o

Technology specific permissions:
·
Hive
Read permissions for the HDFS files that you wish to document
o
·
Informatica
View definition permissions on the Informatica repository
o
Read permissions within the Informatica repository on any folder and
o
object you wish to document
·
SQL Server
Definition permissions for any object you wish to document
o
·
SQL Server Integration Services
SSIS Catalog:
o
Read and Modify permission for each project within the
§
SSISDB the user wishes to analyze
·
SQL Server 2008 R2 (or higher) Reporting Services
Folder Security Settings:
o
Minimum Predefined User Roles required:
§
·
My Reports
·
Content Manager
Minimum Tasks required for a custom User Role:
§
·
View Reports
·
View Folders
·
View Data Sources
·
View Models
·
Consume Reports
Web Service Security Settings:
o
Minimum Predefined System Role required:
§
·
System User
Minimum Tasks required for a custom System Role:
§
·
Execute Report Definitions
·
Oracle Permissions
Connect permissions on any schema that you wish to document
o
·
Tableau Permissions
User must be a part of the Server Administrator role
o

Data Generation:
Each table you wish to generate data within
§
·
db_datareader
·
db_datawriter

o

Deployment Wizard (2005 and 2008):
Permission to deploy to the SQL Server
§

o

SSIS Unit Test:
Permission to execute the packages you are testing (at their location, ex. file system,
§
SQL server etc...)

o

SSRS Monitoring Console:
SSRS ReportServer database(s):
§
·
db_datareader

o

Monitoring Console:
BI xPress database:
§
·
Regular Usage:
db_datareader
o
db_datawriter
o
·
Database updates:
db_owner
o

§

For importing Package Layouts from SSIS Catalogs:
·
db_datareader

o

SSIS Catalog Import:
SSIS Catalog:
§
·
db_datareader

o

Other Features:
For other features you will need permission to access and obtain the packages at
§
their location.

Required Permissions for other Workbench products:
·
DBA xPress Required Permissions
Data Inspector, Data Space Analyzer, Data Surf, Object Browser, Schema Surf
o
Each object being manipulated:
§
·
db_datareader
·
db_datawriter

o

·

Schema Inspector, Schema Inspector Snapshot Tool
Each object being manipulated:
§
·
db_owner

DOC xPress Required Permissions
DOC xPress database:
o
Regular Usage:
§
·
db_datareader
·
db_datawriter
Database updates:
§
·
db_owner

o

Technology specific permissions:
Hive
§
·
Read permissions for the HDFS files that you wish to document

§

Informatica
·
View definition permissions on the Informatica repository

·

Read permissions within the Informatica repository on any folder and object
you wish to document

§

SQL Server
·
Definition permissions for any object you wish to document

§

SQL Server Analysis Services
·
Multidimensional:
Read definition permission on each database object you wish to
o
document
·
Tabular:
Administrator permission on each database object you wish to
o
document

§

SQL Server Integration Services
·
SSIS Catalog:
Read and Modify permission for each project within the SSISDB the
o
user wishes to analyze

§

SQL Server 2008 R2 (or higher) Reporting Services
·
Folder Security Settings:
Minimum Predefined User Roles required:
o
My Reports
§
Content Manager
§
Minimum
Tasks required for a custom User Role:
o
View Reports
§
View Folders
§
View Data Sources
§
View Models
§
Consume Reports
§
·
Web Service Security Settings:
Minimum Predefined System Role required:
o
System User
§
Minimum Tasks required for a custom System Role:
o
Execute Report Definitions
§

§

Oracle Permissions
·
Connect permissions on any schema that you wish to document

§

Tableau Permissions
·
User must be a part of the Server Administrator role
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Workbench Features

Workbench Features
After Pragmatic Workbench is installed, launching Pragmatic Workbench will automatically direct you to
the Workbench toolbar with the Feature Finder page selected.
Table of Contents
·
Feature Finder
·
Activities
·
Preferences Overview
·
Tab Preview
In the upper left hand corner of Pragmatic Workbench is a toolbar button that allows users the ability to
minimize and maximize the Workbench toolbar. The Workbench toolbar contains six options that will help
users either navigate to or configure features:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Feature Finder: The Feature Finder provides users the ability to quickly navigate to each feature
present within Pragmatic Workbench.
Activities: The Activities page provides users with a historical record of all actions taken across
each product feature during the current session as well as the ability to search activities that occurred
in previous sessions.
Open: The Open option provides users with a quick way to open supported files and will intelligently
launch the best feature for the selected file.
Open Recent: The Open Recent option provides users with a quick list of recently opened files that
a user can select and will intelligently launch the best feature for the selected file.
Preferences: The Preferences page provides users with feature specific options that will allow
users to customize the behavior of each feature to their liking.
Help: The Help page provides users with the ability to check for product updates, activate /
deactivate licenses, and view product versions.
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Feature Finder
The Feature Finder provides users the ability to quickly navigate to each feature present within Pragmatic
Workbench.
Users can sort the features by technology type, product family, a specific role, keywords, or even use a
combination of filters and/or keywords . These filters provide users with the ability to fine tune Pragmatic
Workbench to the user's specific needs and make the user's frequently used features more readily
available.
1.

Technology: Narrow down the feature list by eliminating all features that are not associated with the
chosen technology

2.

Product: Narrow down the feature list by eliminating all features that are not associated with the
chosen Pragmatic Works' Product

3.

Role: Narrow down the feature list by eliminating all features that are not associated with the user's
Role within their company

4.

Keywords: Narrow down the feature list by using the search toolbar to filter out features that do not
contain a specific keyword
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Activities

Activities
The Activities page provides users with a historical record of all actions taken across each product feature
during the current session as well as the ability to search activities that occurred in previous sessions.
Table of Contents
·
Activities Search

Besides providing users with historical records of each activity, the Activities page also contains useful
information regarding to the activity's feature, title, information, status, date started or ended, and the
activity log.
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.
3.

Feature: In the upper left corner of each activity, the name of the Feature that generated the activity
is displayed
Title: On the same line as the Feature Name separated by a colon (:), the title of the activity
describes the action that occurred within the activity
Information: Below the Feature and Activity Title is a general description of the current status of the
activity
Status: The background color of each activity visually describes the current status for the activity
1.
Red: Activity completed with at least one errors
2.
Green: Activity completed successfully without errors
1.
Yellow: Activity completed with warnings
3.
Blue: Activity is still either still running, manually stopped, or completed with information
Date Started or Ended: On the far right of the activity displays either the date the activity started or
ended depending on the current status of the activity.
Activity Log: By double-clicking on an activity, users can view a more detailed activity log.
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Activities Search
With the activities window users are also given a powerful search tool that enables them to search for all
activities, regardless of the session they occurred within. By clicking on the "Search" tab, users can begin
searching for activities using specific search parameters. Clicking the "Search" button from within the
Search tab will launch the Search Activity Log window.

The Search Activity Log contains five parameters to narrow down the search results by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Finished After: The activity search will filter all activities based on activities that finished after the
start of a specific date parameter
Finished Before: The activity search will filter all activities based on activities that finished before
the end of a specific date parameter
Ending Status: The activity search will filter all activities based on the specific ending status of the
activity
Title Contains: The activity search will filter all activities based on the whether the title contains a
specific string
Message Contains: The activity search will filter all activities based on the whether the message
contains a specific string
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Preferences Overview

Preferences Overview
The Preferences page provides users with feature specific options that will allow users to customize the
behavior of each feature to their liking.
Table of Contents
·
BI xPress Preferences
·
Workbench Preferences
Including a general workbench section, each workbench product has its own preferences that can be
used to customize the product's features individually.

In addition to changing the default behavior of features, users can change the default key bindings for
features to custom keys. This can be obtained by clicking the "Key bindings..." button located at the
bottom left of the Preferences window.
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BI xPress Preferences
Within the BI xPress Preferences, users can customize the behavior and properties of BI Compare, Data
Generation, and the Monitoring Console:

·

BI Compare:
Automatically Open Generated Documents: When generating documents from within BI
o
Compare, this preference controls whether or not users wish to have the generated
documentation automatically open after completion

·

Data Generation:
Default Values Table Load Batch Size: Controls the batch size used by Data Generation
o
Last Used Solution: Contains the location for the last used Data Generation solution that will
o
automatically, by default, be opened when the Data Generation is first opened

·

Monitoring Dashboard:
Connection String: Contains the connection string that the Monitoring Console will use to
o
connect to the BI xPress database
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Workbench Preferences
Within the Workbench Preferences, users can customize the behavior and properties for Pragmatic
Workbench:

·
·

Appearance
Theme Name: Controls the theme used for Workbench colors
o
Behavior
Selected Products: Controls the products to filter by when starting Pragmatic Workbench
o
Selected Roles: Controls the roles to filter by when starting Pragmatic Workbench
o
Selected Technologies: Controls the technologies to filter by when starting Pragmatic
o
Workbench
Show Feature Finder: Controls whether to show or hide the Feature Finder tool in the
o
features list
Show Pragmatic Works News: Controls whether to show or hide the Pragmatic Works latest
o
news and messages. The latest product features, discounts, and tips will be shown here
Start-up Plug-in: Controls the plug-in that will be loaded when Workbench first starts
o
Error Reporting: Controls whether to send anonymous error reporting information to
o
Pragmatic Works
Usage Reporting: Controls whether to periodically send anonymous feature usage reporting
o
to Pragmatic Works
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Tab Preview
While using Pragmatic Workbench users may have several features open at a time. Users can see the
multiple features lined up side by side in tabs above their workspace. By hovering over a tab users can
see a preview of that tab.

Additionally, Pragmatic Workbench includes a Feature Switcher. This makes switching between features
much easier with a dedicated switching window that includes a preview window for each feature.

To access the Feature Switcher, press Ctrl + Tab, after the window pops up, release tab but continue to
hold Ctrl. You may now press repeatedly press tab to cycle through the currently open features. Once on
the desired feature is selected, release Ctrl to navigate to that specific feature.
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Features
BI xPress is an SSIS and SSAS tool that integrates directly into Visual Studio for developers, and has a
launcher application for DBAs who prefer to not work in BIDS. It allows you to quickly build packages,
install robust auditing frameworks, and helps DBAs deploy packages.
Additionally, BI xPress offers an easy way to add rich auditing features in SSIS packages using custom
auditing framework developed by Pragmatic Works. This Auditing Framework uses all Native SSIS
features and it can track packages in real-time. Auditing Framework comes with lots of predefined reports
which can give you some valuable information.
Table of Contents
·
Auditing
·
Best Practices
·
BI Compare
·
Compile Scripts
·
Config Editor
·
Config Manager
·
Data Generation
·
Deployment
·
Expressions
·
Insert Nugget
·
MDX Calculation Builder
·
Monitoring Console
·
Notification
·
Package Builder
·
Package Sorter
·
Report Mover
·
Reporting Monitoring Console
·
Snippet
·
SSIS Catalog Import
·
SSIS Unit Test
·
Visual Studio Integration
The following information is saved within the BI xPress Database:
·
Best Practice Analysis Results
·
Which packages are currently running and which tasks are running inside the package
·
Historical package execution detail for selected date range (i.e. Run time, Errors, Warnings etc.)
·
Errors and Warnings by Tasks and Packages
·
Run time by Tasks and Packages
·
Variable values before and after execution
·
Variable change history (every change to a variable value can be tracked)
·
Information regarding a connection manager
·
Extracted and loaded records along with their source and target information (e.g. Table/View, SQL
Query, File Name, Component Name, Data Flow Name, Connection String etc.).
·
Run time Trend for several days/weeks/years by Packages and Tasks
·
Error / Warning Trend by Packages and Tasks
·
Extract / Load Trend by Packages and Data Flows
·
Extract / Load Trend by Data Object (e.g. File, Table/View or SQL Query)

Updating the BI xPress Database:

Starting with version 2015.3.7, the BI xPress database employs versioned views and stored
procedures when interacting with the repository. Our current patterns aim to make upgrading to the
newest version of BI xPress simple. Multiple users can access the BI xPress database using different
versions of BI xPress as long as they're all 2015.3.7 and later. If any required objects are missing, the
database can be updated without impacting the other users.

BI xPress Framework Architecture
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Auditing

Auditing Framework
The Auditing Framework provides users with rich auditing information from SSIS package executions.
Alongside the Monitoring Console, the Auditing Framework helps track the activity for SSIS packages. It
captures useful information such as errors and warnings.
Feature Highlights
·
Record critical performance data about SSIS packages
·
Consists of native SSIS components
·
Auditing is self-contained in each the package
Important Note:
The Auditing Framework must have access to all third-party components and may not work with
components that effect event handlers.
Additionally, Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when applying the Auditing Framework to
SSIS packages on a machine that only contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
Table of Contents
·
How does the Auditing Framework work?
·
Add-in
Selecting Action
o
Selecting Packages
o
Options
o
Project Items Removal
o
Summary
o
·
Workbench
Selecting Packages
o
Database Connection
o
Connection Manager
o
Options
o
Logging
o
·
Configuration File Options
Users can launch the Auditing Framework through two methods. The method used depends on the
environment:
1.

2.

Users within their development environment will use the development add-on. The supported
development environments are: BIDS, SSDT and VS 2010 through 2015.
Users within Pragmatic Workbench use the workbench plug-in.

How does SSIS Auditing Framework work?
When applying the Auditing Framework, the following changes may occur to the SSIS Package:
·
Configuration(s), package or project parameter(s)
·
Package level event handlers for the following events:
OnError
o
OnWarning
o
OnPreExecute
o
OnPostExecute
o
·
Row Counts added after each source adapter and before each destination adapter
·
BI xPress Connection Manager pointing to the BI xPress Database
·
Variables within the OnPostExecute event handler

Important Note
Do not alter any task names or descriptions created by the Auditing Framework.
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Add-in

Add-in
The Add-in manages the auditing framework from within a user's development environment.
Below is a list of all supported development environments:
·
Business Development Studio (BIDS)
·
Visual Studio (VS)
·
SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT)
Table of Contents
·
Selecting Action
·
Selecting Packages
·
Options
·
Project Items Removal
·
Summary
The Auditing Framework can be launched by either locating the BI xPress toolbar at the top of the
development environment or by right-clicking a SSIS Project or Package within the Solution Explorer. In
both cases, there will be an option to select "Add / Remove Auditing Framework (BI xPress)", this option
will immediately launch the Auditing Framework.
Once the Auditing Framework has loaded, there will be a series pages that will help users configure the
Auditing Framework for their package(s). These pages change depending on whether the user wishes to
add or remove the Auditing Framework. Below can be found a list of all pages found within the Auditing
Framework, a brief description of their function, and a link to more details:
1.

Select Action: The Select Action page allows users the ability to choose whether they wish to add /
re-apply or remove the Auditing Framework from their SSIS packages. Depending on which action
they choose, the available pages will change. Below can be found the underlying differences between
Adding / Re-applying and Removing the Auditing Framework:

Adding / Re-applying the Auditing Framework
Select Packages: When adding / re-applying the Auditing Framework, the Select Packages
page allows users the ability to select which packages they wish to add / re-apply the auditing
framework. This page also controls the behavior for which deployment mode will be used by
the Auditing Framework when working with SSIS 2012 and above packages
2.
Options: When adding / re-applying the Auditing Framework, the Options page contains four
tabs that control all of the options used to customize the Auditing Framework
1.
Connection Information: The Connection Information tab allows users the ability to
configure the BI xPress database, connection manager, and configuration file /
parameter options
2.
Logging: The Logging tab allows users the ability to customize how the Auditing
Framework will control Data Flow, Variable, and Connection Manager logging
3.
Advanced Logging: The Advanced Logging tab allows users to explicitly specify the
logging of specific variables within the Auditing Framework.
4.
Alert Filtering: The Alert Filtering tab allows users the ability to define a set of
warnings they wish for the Auditing Framework to ignore when encountered
1.

Removing the Auditing Framework
Select Packages: When removing the Auditing Framework, the Select Packages page
allows users the ability to select which packages they wish to remove the auditing framework.
This page also controls the behavior for which deployment mode will be used by the Auditing
Framework when working with SSIS 2012 and above packages
2.
Project Items Removal: When removing the Auditing Framework and selecting packages
using the SSIS Project Location, the Project Items Removal page provides users with the
ability to specify whether or not they wish for project items, such as the BI xPress project
connection manager and parameters, to be removed
1.

2.

Summary: The Summary page provides users with information, warnings, and errors that may
occur during the application or removal of the Auditing Framework

Navigating between the above pages can be done by using the back and next buttons located on the lower
right of each page
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Selecting Action

Selecting Action
The Select Action page allows users the ability to choose whether they wish to add / re-apply or remove
the Auditing Framework from their SSIS packages. Depending on which action they choose, the available
pages may change.

Add / Re-apply the Auditing Framework
Select Packages: When adding / re-applying the Auditing Framework, the Select Packages page
allows users the ability to select which packages they wish to add / re-apply the auditing framework.
This page also controls the behavior for which deployment mode will be used by the Auditing
Framework when working with SSIS 2012 and above packages
2.
Options: When adding / re-applying the Auditing Framework, the Options page contains four tabs
that control all of the options used to customize the Auditing Framework
1.
Connection Information: The Connection Information tab allows users the ability to configure
the BI xPress database, connection manager, and configuration file / parameter options
2.
Logging: The Logging tab allows users the ability to customize how the Auditing Framework
will control Data Flow, Variable, and Connection Manager logging
3.
Advanced Logging: The Advanced Logging tab allows users the ability to explicitly define up
to nine the user wishes to log.
4.
Alert Filtering: The Alert Filtering tab allows users the ability to define a set of warnings they
wish for the Auditing Framework to ignore when encountered
1.

Removing the Auditing Framework
1.

Select Packages: When removing the Auditing Framework, the Select Packages page allows users

the ability to select which packages they wish to remove the auditing framework. This page also
controls the behavior for which deployment mode will be used by the Auditing Framework when
working with SSIS 2012 and above packages
2.
Project Items Removal: When removing the Auditing Framework and selecting SSIS 2012 or above
packages using the SSIS Project Location, the Project Items Removal page provides users with the
ability to specify whether or not they wish for project items, such as the BI xPress project connection
manager and parameters, to be removed
After selecting which action to take, clicking the Next button will send the user to the Select Packages
page, which allows the user to select the packages they wish to have the Auditing Framework added / reapplied or removed.
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Selecting Packages

Selecting Packages
Depending on the action that was selected on the Select Actions page, the Select Packages page allows
users the ability to select which packages they wish to have the Auditing Framework added / re-applied or
removed. This page also controls the behavior for which deployment mode will be used by the Auditing
Framework when working with SSIS 2012 and above packages

The Select Packages page is divided up between the package location and selection areas.

Package Location
Controls where the Auditing Framework will search for the SSIS packages that the user wishes to have
the Auditing Framework added / re-applied or removed. There are five locations the user can select.

1.

File System: The Auditing Framework will search the File System, using the selected path, for SSIS
Packages. Users can check the Recursive option to scan the select File System folder and subfolder(s) for SSIS Packages. Packages selected in this way will have the Auditing Framework added /
re-applied or removed using the Package Deployment Model.

2.

SQL Server: The Auditing Framework will search SQL Server, using the provided connection
information, for SSIS Packages deployed. Packages selected in this way will have the Auditing
Framework added / re-applied or removed using the Package Deployment Model.

3.

SSIS Project: The Auditing Framework will search an SSIS Project File (*.dtproj), using the selected
path, for SSIS Packages. If the packages are SSIS 2012 or above, packages selected in this way will
have the Auditing Framework added / re-applied or removed using the Project Deployment Model.

4.

SSIS Package Store: The Auditing Framework will search the SSIS Package Store, using the
provided connection information, for SSIS Packages deployed. Using this location requires the Auditing
Framework to be running as the Administrator account. Packages selected in this way will have the
Auditing Framework added / re-applied or removed using the Package Deployment Model.

5.

Visual Studio Solution: The Auditing Framework will search a Visual Studio Solution (*.sln), using the
selected path, for SSIS Packages contained within SSIS Projects associated with the selected
solution. Packages selected in this way will have the Auditing Framework added / re-applied or
removed using the Package Deployment Model.

Package Selection
Controls which package from the selecting location will have the Auditing Framework added / re-applied or
removed.

Filter: Located at the top left of the Package Selection, the Filter allows the users to quickly filter out
packages they do not wish to see when selecting packages.
2.
Browser: Located just underneath the Filter on the left, the Browser contains all packages from the
location that have not been filtered.
3.
Selection Buttons: Located underneath the Browser on the bottom left, the Selection buttons allow
the user to quickly select or unselect all packages from the browser.
4.
Scan Packages Button: Located underneath the Browser on the bottom, the Scan Packages button
allows users to quickly select or unselect packages based on a set of parameters. Clicking the Scan
Packages button will launch the Scanning Option window
1.

Scan For: Controls which frameworks (Auditing and / or Notification) that the Auditing
Framework will scan for within each package.
2.
When selected framework: Controls whether the Auditing Framework is searching for the
presence or absence of the selected frameworks.
3.
List item action: Controls what action, whether to select, unselect, or ignore, the Auditing
Framework when a package meets the parameters selected in step 1 and 2.
4.
Sort list after scanning?: Controls whether to sort the list of packages after scanning for the
Auditing or Notification framework.
1.

6.

Selected Items: Located on the right of the Package Selection, the Selected Items allows the user
the ability to see all the current packages that are selected from within the Browser to have the
Auditing Framework added / re-applied or removed.

After selecting which packages the user wishes to have the action applied to, clicking the Next button will
send the user to different pages depending on both the action selected on the Select Action page:

·

Adding / Re-applying Auditing Framework: If the user is adding / re-applying the Auditing Framework,
clicking Next will send the user to the Options page to begin configuring the Auditing Framework.

·

Removing Auditing Framework: Depending on the location and version of the SSIS Packages
selected, clicking the Next button will send the user to different pages when removing the Auditing
Framework:
1.
Project Deployment Model: When removing the Auditing Framework from SSIS 2012 or
above packages using the SSIS Project location, clicking next will send users tot he Project
Items Removal page to configure options on removal project items from the selected SSIS
Project.
2.
Package Deployment Model: Clicking next will send users to the Summary page to begin the
process of removing the Auditing Framework from the selected packages.
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Options

Options
When adding or re-applying the Auditing Framework, the Options page contains four tabs that control all of
the options used to customize the Auditing Framework.
Table of Contents
·
Connection
·
Logging
·
Advanced Logging
·
Warning Filtering

Connection Information: The Connection Information tab allows users the ability to configure the BI
xPress database, connection manager, and configuration file / parameter options
2.
Logging: The Logging tab allows users the ability to customize how the Auditing Framework will
control Data Flow, Variable, and Connection Manager logging
3.
Advanced Logging: The Advanced Logging tab allows users to explicitly specify the logging of
specific variables within the Auditing Framework.
4.
Alert Filtering: The Alert Filtering tab allows users the ability to define a set of warnings they wish
for the Auditing Framework to ignore when encountered
1.
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Connection

Connection
The Connection Information tab allows users the ability to configure the BI xPress database, connection
manager, and configuration file / parameter options. The Connection Information tab is divided up into
three sections, which behavior changes based on deployment location set on the Select Packages page.

Auditing Database Connection Information
The Auditing Database Connection Information section allows users the ability to configure the server
information used by the Auditing Framework to connect to the BI xPress Database.

Server: Provides the Auditing Framework with the name of the Server the BI xPress database is
located on
2.
Windows Authentication: Controls whether the Auditing Framework will use Windows or SQL Server
Authentication
1.
User ID: If the user does not select Windows Authentication, the User ID textbox will detail
which SQL Server username to use to connect to the BI xPress database.
2.
Password: If the user does not select Windows Authentication, the Password textbox will
detail the password to be used by the username in order to connect to the BI xPress database.
3.
Database: The Database textbox provides the Auditing Framework with the name of the database
that contains the BI xPress Framework Architecture.
1.

1.

If the Database selected does not contain the BI xPress Framework Architecture, users will
be prompted to generate the Auditing Framework Architecture within the selected database

Offline: The Offline checkbox will create the Auditing Framework Connect Manager and set it to
"Work Offline", this allows users to browse and continue developing their package when the BI xPress
database is not yet accessible
5.
Continue package execution on Auditing Framework database connection failure: This check box
changes the behavior of the Auditing Framework by allowing SSIS packages that contain the Auditing
Framework to continue executing in the rare occurrence that the Auditing Framework itself fails
6.
Do not report failure if Auditing Framework fails: This check box changes the behavior of the BI
xPress Auditing Framework to hide all errors that occur due to the Auditing Framework itself
7.
Create New Database: This button provides the Auditing Framework the ability to create a new
database if there is not already a database that contains the BI xPress Framework Architecture.
4.

Package / Project Connection
The Package / Project Connection section allows users the ability to configure whether to create a new, or
use an existing, connection manager. The scope of the connection manager (whether package or project
level) changes depending on the deployment model selected on the Select Packages page.
1.

Package Deployment Model: If the user selected File System, SQL Server, SSIS Package Store, or
Visual Studio Solution as the selected location on the Select Packages page, then the Auditing
Framework will us package connection managers

Create new package connection: Allows users to create a new connection manager within
each package with the specified connection manager name
2.
Use existing package connection: Allows the users to select an existing connection manager
from the first package selected.
1.

Important Note:
Using an existing connection manager will automatically disable the Auditing Database Connection
Information section. It is important to note that when this is set, users should ensure that the selected
connection manager exists in all other packages, otherwise the Auditing Framework will not be applied.
Additionally, if using an existing connection manager, the selected connection manager should point to a
database that contains the BI xPress Framework Architecture.
2.

Project Deployment Model: If the user selected SSIS Project as the selected location on the Select
Packages page and the selected packages are SSIS 2012 or above, then the Auditing Framework will
us project connection managers.

Create new project connection: Allows users to create a new connection manager at the
project level with the specified connection manager name
2.
Use existing project connection: Allows the users to select an existing project connection
manager. Additionally, since the connection information for the BI xPress database is stored
within the existing connection manager, the Auditing Database Connection Information section
will be disabled.
1.

Important Note:
Using an existing connection manager will automatically disable the Auditing Database Connection
Information section.
If using an existing project connection manager, the selected connection manager should point to a
database that contains the BI xPress Framework Architecture.

Configuration Options
The Configuration Options section allows users to specify whether or not they wish to add a configuration
file or parameters to their packages in order to control the behavior of the Auditing Framework. The
configuration options as well as the scope of the parameters (whether package or project level) change
depending on the deployment model selected on the Select Packages page.

1.

Configuration Storage: Enables the usage of configurations as well as the scope of the
configurations. If configurations are enabled, the user may select the scope of the configuration
settings.
1.
Package Deployment Model
1.
Use Configuration File: When using a configuration file, the Auditing Framework will
create a configuration file to store all of the configuration entries
1.
Overwrite if exists: Controls whether or not the configuration file will be
overwritten if it already exists.
2.
Config Folder: Controls the location the configuration file will be saved in.
2.

2.

Use Package Parameters: If the selected packages are SSIS 2012 or above, users
will be able to select the option to use package parameters. When using package
parameters, the Auditing Framework will create package parameters within each
package to store all of the configuration entries

Project Deployment Model:
1.
Use Package Parameters: If the user selected SSIS Project as the selected location
on the Select Packages page and the selected packages are SSIS 2012 or above, the
only option for configurations will project parameters. When using project parameters,
the Auditing Framework will create project parameters to store all of the configuration
entries

Enable / Disable entire Auditing Framework: This configuration will allow users to manually turn off
the Auditing Framework
3.
Enable / Disable variable, parameter, and connection logging: This configuration will allow users to
manually turn off the logging of variable, parameter, and connection managers
4.
Enable / Disable real-time Data Flow monitoring: This configuration will allow users to manually turn
off the Auditing Framework's real-time Data Flow monitoring.
5.
Enable / Disable logging for all warnings: This configuration will minimize the amount of logging that
occurs by not logging warnings that occur during execution
2.

6.

Variable and connection filtering: This configuration allows users to manually mask sensitive values
contained within variables from being displayed when executions are viewed within the Monitoring
Console.

Once done configuring the Connection tab with the desired settings, either click on the Logging Options,
Advanced User Defined Logging, or Alert Filtering tab to continue configuring the Auditing Framework, or
click the Next button to head to the Summary page to begin the process of adding / re-applying the
Auditing Framework.
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Logging

Logging
The Logging tab allows users the ability to customize how the Auditing Framework will control Data Flow,
Variable, and Connection Manager logging. The Logging Options tab is divided up into three sections,
each controlling three different areas of the Auditing Framework's logging.

Data Flow logging
The Data Flow logging section controls logging details within each Data Flow present within each SSIS
Packages.

1.

Enable Real-time Data Flow Monitoring: Controls whether or not the Auditing Framework will monitor
data flows in real-time
Important Note:

If real-time Data Flow monitoring is turned off, some of the features of Monitoring Console's Execution
Diagram will be unavailable
2.

Log Row Counts: Controls whether or not the Auditing Framework will capture row counts flowing
inside data flows. When enabled, each data flow will be modified to track row count data.
1.
Log Source Row Counts: If log row counts are enabled, Log Source Row Count will track

how many rows are coming from source components.
Log Destination Row Counts: If log row counts are enabled, Log Destination Row Counts will
track how many rows are going to destination components.
3.
Source SQL Statement Logging: If log row counts are enabled, Source SQL Statement
Logging will log SQL Statements used to extract data. This information can be viewed using BI
xPress' Extract / Load Detail Report.
4.
Connection Detail Logging: If log row counts are enabled, Connection Detail Logging will log
details for each source and destination component regarding the connections used.
2.

Variable, Parameter, and Connection
The Variable, Parameter, and Connection logging section controls logging details for Variables,
Parameters, and Connection Managers within each SSIS Packages.

1.

Log Connections: Log Connections allows users to log every connection manager's connection
string value during run-time
Connection Masking: Connection masking allows users the ability to hide the connection
o
string for sensitive connection managers. Wildcards can be used for partial matching. If no
wildcards are used, then the masking value will only match a connection manager's full name.
Place multiple masking values within their own rows.

2.

Log Variables: Log Variables allows users to log the values of every variable when the package
execution is started and when the package execution completes
Variable Masking: Variable masking allows users the ability to hide the values for sensitive
o
Variables and parameters. Wildcards can be used for partial matching. If no wildcards are
used, then the masking value will only match a Variable's full name. Place multiple masking
values within their own rows.

Enable Variable Change Tracking: Enabling Variable Change Tracking allows users to maintain a
historical record of all value changes to variables during an SSIS execution.
Variable Logging Type: The Variable Logging Type switch allows the user to choose between
o
tracking all variables, or only variables used within For Each loops.
4.
Object Variable Logging: If log variables are enabled, Object Variable Logging allows the logging of
object variables
5.
Initial Parameter Value Logging: If log variables are enabled, Initial Parameter Value Logging will also
log the initial values of all non-sensitive parameters within SSIS packages 2012 and up
3.

Miscellaneous
The Miscellaneous section controls other logging options that do not control details regarding data flow,
variables, parameters, and connection managers.

Max Loop Iterations: Max Loop Iterations control how many loops within a For or For Each Loop they
wish to document. Setting this value to 0 means to log all iterations
2.
Script Language: Script Language controls which programming language the user wishes the
Auditing Framework to use within Script Tasks
3.
Log Warnings: Log Warnings control whether or not a user wishes to have warnings that are
encountered during executions to be logged within the BI xPress database
1.

Once done configuring the Logging Options tab with the desired settings, either click on the Connection
Information, Advanced User Defined Logging, or Alert Filtering tab to continue configuring the Auditing
Framework, or click the Next button to head to the Summary page to begin the process of adding / reapplying the Auditing Framework.
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Advanced Logging

Advanced Logging
The Advanced Logging tab allows users to explicitly specify the logging of specific variables within the
Auditing Framework.

1.

Custom Variable Logging: Custom Variable Logging enables custom variable logging and will allow
the Auditing Framework the ability to explicitly specify the logging of specific variables.
1.
Numeric Variables: If custom variable logging is enabled, the three Numeric Variable text
boxes allow users to log up three custom variables of a numeric data type
2.
String Variables: If custom variable logging is enabled, the three String Variable text boxes
allow users to log up three custom variables of a string data type
3.
Data Variables: If custom variable logging is enabled, the three Date Variable text boxes allow
users to log up three custom variables of a date data type
4.
Events to Log: If custom variable logging is enabled, Event to Log allow users to specify
upon which event(s) they wish for the above custom variables to be logged:
OnPreExecute (Start): When enabled, all custom variables will be logged at the start
§
of the selected logging scope(s)
OnPostExecute (End): When enabled, all custom variables will be logged at the end
§
of the selected logging scope(s)
OnError: When enabled, all custom variables will be logged when an error occurs
§
OnWarning: When enabled, all custom variables will be logged when a warning
§
occurs
5.

Logging Scope: If custom variable logging is enabled, Custom Logging Scope(s) allows
users to specify the scope of custom logging:
Package Level: When enabled, custom variables will be logged at the Package Level
§
for the events specified in the Events to Log section
Task Level: When enabled, custom variables will be logged for every task using for
§
the events specified in the Events to Log section

Once done configuring the Logging Options tab with the desired settings, either click on the Connection

Information, Logging Options, or Alert Filtering tab to continue configuring the Auditing Framework, or click
the Next button to head to the Summary page to begin the process of adding / re-applying the Auditing
Framework.
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Warning Filtering
Warning filtering tab enables users the ability to exclude specific warnings from logging. Excluding
warnings improves package execution times and lower database use. It also reduces logging clutter by
only logging messages important to the user. During package execution, BI xPress ignores any warning
that match a filter.

Important Note:
Users will only have access to the Warning Filtering page if they can connect to the BI xPress database
using the information configured within the Connection Information tab.

Warning Editor
The Warning Editor allows users to filter out some of the more common warnings from being reported.
When creating a new warning filter, users choose between a code or keyword comparison. The
comparison type chosen will dictate whether they use the code or keyword property. The description
property provides users with a property for describing the warning filter. The description property is not
used to determine warning exclusion and has a character limit of a thousand.
Users can filter warnings in one of two ways:
·
Alert Code: remove all warnings based on the warning's SSIS ErrorCode.
·
Alert Keyword: remove all warnings based on a specific word or phrased within its
ErrorDescription.

Server: Provides the Warning Editor with the name of the Server the BI xPress database is
located. By default this will be using the information configured within the Connection Information tab.
2.
Windows Authentication: Controls whether the Warning Editor will use Windows or SQL Server
Authentication. By default this will be using the information configured within the Connection
Information tab.
1.
User ID: If the user does not select Windows Authentication, the User ID textbox will detail
which SQL Server username to use to connect to the BI xPress database. By default this will
be using the information configured within the Connection Information tab.
2.
Password: If the user does not select Windows Authentication, the Password textbox will
detail the password to be used by the username in order to connect to the BI xPress database.
By default this will be using the information configured within the Connection Information tab.
1.

3.

Database: The Database textbox provides the Warning Editor with the name of the database that
contains the BI xPress Framework Architecture. By default this will be using the information configured
within the Connection Information tab.
1.
If the Database selected does not contain the BI xPress Framework Architecture, users will
be prompted to generate the Auditing Framework Architecture within the selected database. By
default this will be using the information configured within the Connection Information tab.

4.

Warning Editor Table: Contains the pre-loaded list of Alerts to choose from to filter out from being
included within execution logs in the BI xPress database.
1.
AlertID: The Unique Identifier within the BI xPress Database for the current Alert
2.
FilterThisAlert: Allows users to select which alerts they wish to filter out from being included
within execution logs in the BI xPress database.
3.
AlertCode: If the user compares based on code, the AlertCode will be used to searched for
all matching alerts and excluding them from being logged.
4.
CompareAction: Used to change the Alert Filter's behavior for comparing alerts within a
package execution.
5.
AlertKeyWords: If the user compares based on keyword, the AlertKeywords will be used to
search the Alert Message for matches and exclude them from being logged.
6.
AlertDescription: Provides users a location to input their own description or reason for
filtering this alert.

Once done configuring the Connection tab with the desired settings, either click on the Connection
Information, Logging Options, or Advanced User Defined Logging tab to continue configuring the Auditing
Framework, or click the Next button to head to the Summary page to begin the process of adding / reapplying the Auditing Framework.
Important Note:
All users have access to the warning filters present within a BI xPress database. Any changes made to
the database's warning filters will affect all users. Only delete warnings that will not have adverse affects
on other users.
Additionally, having a large library of warnings will not affect package executions. Only the selected and
applied filters could increase package performance.
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Project Items Removal
When removing the Auditing Framework and selecting SSIS 2012 or above packages using the SSIS
Project Location from the Select Packages page, the Project Items Removal page provides users with the
ability to specify whether or not they wish for project items, such as the BI xPress project connection
manager and parameters, to be removed.

Do not remove the project connection manager and parameters: Choose this option will leave the
project connection manager and all parameters associated with the Auditing Framework within the
SSIS Project. Use this option if only a few packages are having the Auditing Framework removed and
there are still some SSIS packages within the project using the project connection manager and
parameters associated with the Auditing Framework.
2.
Remove project connection manage and all parameters: Choose this option to remove the selected
project connection manager and all parameters associated with the Auditing Framework from within
the SSIS Project.
1.

Once done configuring the Project Items Removal options, click the Next button to head to the Summary
page to begin the process of removing the Auditing Framework.
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Summary

Summary
The Summary page provides users with information, warnings, and errors that may occur during the
application or removal of the Auditing Framework. Users can review their selection and make any
necessary changes by clicking the Back button. Once the user is content with their settings, click the
Start button to either add / re-apply or remove the Auditing Framework. Depending on how many
packages you have selected, the application of the Auditing Framework could take anywhere from a few
seconds to a few minutes.

If the "Close on successful completion" option is enabled, the Auditing Framework add-in will close
automatically if the process completed successfully without warnings.
Otherwise, click the Finish button to close out of the Auditing Framework when you are through reviewing
the Process Summary.
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Workbench
The Plug-in manages the auditing framework from within Pragmatic Workbench.
Table of Contents
·
Selecting Packages
·
Database Connection
·
Connection Manager
·
Configuration Options
·
Logging Options
·
Warning Filtering
The Plug-in manages the auditing framework from within Pragmatic Workbench. From the feature finder,
users can launch the Auditing Framework.
The auditing framework contains two sections that help configure functionality within the framework.
Below contains a brief description of each page used to configure the auditing framework.
Package Selection: The package selection screen. This page also controls deployment mode
behavior for SSIS 2012 and above packages
2.
Framework Configuration: Divided into five sections, this provides users with auditing framework
configuration options
1.
Database Connection: Used to configure connection string information for the BI xPress
database
2.
Connection Manager: Configuration properties used to determine the storing of the
connection manager
3.
Package Grouping: Used to determine whether the selected packages belong to a package
group
4.
Configuration Options: More in-depth options used to customize the Auditing Framework
5.
Logging Options: More options used to customize package logging
6.
Warning Filtering: Used to configure which warnings should be ignored during package
execution
1.
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Selecting Packages

Selecting Packages
The Select Packages page allows users the ability to select which packages they wish to apply or remove
the auditing framework. This page also controls the behavior for which deployment mode will be used by
the Auditing Framework when working with SSIS 2012 and above packages

Package Location
Controls where the Auditing Framework will search for the SSIS packages that the user wishes to have
the Auditing Framework added / re-applied or removed. There are five locations the user can select.
1.

My Computer: The Auditing Framework will search the File System, displaying all
SSIS packages within each directory as the user expands and collapses folders.
Packages selected in this way will have the Auditing Framework applied or removed
using the Package Deployment Model.

2.

SSIS Project: The Auditing Framework will search an SSIS Project File (*.dtproj),
using the selected path, for SSIS Packages. If the packages selected are SSIS 2012
or above, then the selected packages will have the Auditing Framework applied or
removed using the Project Deployment Model.

3.

SSIS Solution: The Auditing Framework will search a Visual Studio Solution (*.sln),
using the selected path, for SSIS Packages contained within SSIS Projects
associated with the selected solution. Packages selected in this way will have the
Auditing Framework applied or removed using the Package Deployment Model.

4.

SQL Server: The Auditing Framework will search SQL Server, using the provided
connection information, for SSIS Packages deployed. Packages selected in this way
will have the Auditing Framework applied or removed using the Package Deployment
Model.

5.

SSIS Package Store: The Auditing Framework will search the SSIS Package
Store, using the provided connection information, for SSIS Packages deployed.
Using this location requires the Pragmatic Workbench to be running as an
Administrator. Packages selected in this way will have the Auditing Framework
applied or removed using the Package Deployment Model.

6.

SSIS Catalog: The Auditing Framework will search the SSIS Catalog, using the
provided connection information, for SSIS Packages deployed. Packages selected
in this way will have the Auditing Framework applied or removed using the Package
Deployment Model.

Package Selection
The Package Selection screen allows users to browser through the selected location, expanding and
collapsing folders, selecting all SSIS packages that the user wishes to have the Auditing Framework
applied or removed.

After selecting which packages the user wishes to have the action applied to, clicking the Next button will
send the user to the Database Connection page.
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Database Connection

Database Connection
The Database Connection section of the Configuration page allows users to configure the server
information used by the Auditing Framework to connect to the BI xPress Database.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Browse for existing BI xPress Database: This button launches the Connect to Database window
that will allow you to connect to database. Any information input into the Connect to Database window
will populate the other properties found within the Database Connection section.
Create New BI xPress Database: This button provides the Auditing Framework the ability to create a
new database if there is not already a database that contains the BI xPress Framework Architecture.
Server: The Server textbox provides the Auditing Framework with the name of the Server the BI
xPress database is located on
Database: The Database textbox provides the Auditing Framework the name of the database that
contains the BI xPress Framework Architecture
Database Authentication: The Database Authentication switch allows users to choose between
Windows Authentication or SQL Server Authentication
1.
Username: If the user selects SQL Server Authentication, the Username textbox will detail
which SQL Server username to be used to connect to the BI xPress database
2.
Password: If the user selects SQL Server Authentication, the Password textbox will detail the
password to be used by the username in order to connect to the BI xPress database

Offline Mode: The Offline Mode checkbox will create the Auditing Framework Connect Manager and
set it to "Work Offline", this allows users to browse and continue developing their package when the BI
xPress database is not yet accessible
7.
Continue package execution on Auditing Framework database connection failure: This check box
changes the behavior of the BI xPress Auditing Framework by allowing SSIS packages that contain the
Auditing Framework to continue executing in the rare occurrence that the Auditing Framework itself
fails
8.
Do not report failure if Auditing Framework fails: This check box changes the behavior of the BI
xPress Auditing Framework to hide all errors that occur due to the Auditing Framework itself
6.

Once done configuring the database connection, users can continue to any of the following sections:
·
Connection Manager
·
Package Grouping
·
Configuration Options

·

Logging Option

Users may also immediately begin applying or removing the auditing framework.
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Connection Manager
The Connection Manager section allows users the ability to configure whether to create a new, or use an
existing, connection manager. The scope of the connection manager (whether package or project level)
changes depending on the deployment model selected on the Select Packages page.
1.

Package Deployment Model: If the user selected SSIS 2005, 2008, or 2008 R2 Packages, or they
selected My Computer, SQL Server, SSIS Package Store, or Visual Studio Solution as the selected
location on the Select Packages page, then the Auditing Framework will us package connection
managers

o

Create new connection: Allows users to create a new connection manager within each
package with the specified connection manager name

o

Use existing connection: Allows the users to select an existing connection manager from the
first package selected.

Important Note:
Users should ensure that the selected connection manager exists in all other packages, otherwise the
Auditing Framework will not be applied.
Additionally, if using an existing connection manager, the selected connection manager should point to a
database that contains the BI xPress Framework Architecture.
2.

Project Deployment Model: If the user selected SSIS 2012 and above SSIS Packages and they
selected SSIS Project as the selected location on the Select Packages page, then the Auditing
Framework will us project connection managers.

o

Create new project connection: Allows users to create a new connection manager at the
project level with the specified connection manager name

o

Use existing project connection: Allows the users to select an existing project connection
manager.

Once done configuring the connection manager, users can continue to any of the following sections:
·
Database Connection
·
Package Grouping
·
Configuration Options
·
Logging Option
Users may also immediately begin applying or removing the auditing framework.
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Package Grouping

Package Grouping
The package grouping section helps create and associate packages to groups. Once associated with a
group, the monitoring console can filter packages based on groups.

Package can belong to one or more groups. By clicking on "add new items" users can add new groups.
Users can include preexisting groups by selecting a group's check box.
Once done configuring package groups, users can continue to any of the following sections:
·
Database Connection
·
Connection Manager
·
Configuration Options
·
Logging Option
Users may also immediately begin applying or removing the auditing framework.

Important Note:
The Auditing Framework currently groups packages based on package name. This means that any
update to package groups will affect all executions.
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Configuration Options
The Configuration Options section allows users to specify whether or not they wish to add a configuration
file or parameters to their packages in order to control the behavior of the Auditing Framework. The
configuration options as well as the scope of the parameters (whether package or project level) change
depending on the deployment model selected on the Select Packages page.

1.
2.

Use Configurations: Enables the usage of configurations
Configuration Type: Displays the current type of configuration that will be used. The type of
configuration displayed within this property is dependent upon the version of SSIS and the deployment
model being used by the select packages.

o

Package Configuration File: Package Configuration files will be used if SSIS 2005, 2008, or
2008 R2 packages were selected.
1.
Configuration Folder: Controls the location the configuration file will be saved in.
2.
Overwrite if the configuration file already exists: Controls whether or not the
configuration file will be overwritten if it already exists.

o

Package Deployment Model: Package Parameters will be used if the user selected SSIS
2012 and above and they also selected My Computer, SSIS Solution, SQL Server, or SSIS
Package Store as the selected location on the Select Packages page

o

Project Deployment Model: Project Parameters will be used if the user selected SSIS 2012
and above SSIS Packages and they selected SSIS Project as the selected location on the
Select Packages page

Enable / Disable entire Auditing Framework: This configuration will allow users to manually turn off
the Auditing Framework
4.
Enable / Disable variable, parameter, and connection logging: This configuration will allow users to
manually turn off the logging of variable, parameter, and connection managers
5.
Enable / Disable real-time Data Flow monitoring: This configuration will allow users to manually turn
off the Auditing Framework's real-time Data Flow monitoring.
3.

Enable / Disable logging for all warnings: This configuration will minimize the amount of logging that
occurs by not logging warnings that occur during execution
7.
Variable and connection filtering: This configuration allows users to manually mask sensitive values
contained within variables from being displayed when executions are viewed within the Monitoring
Console.
6.

Once done setting additional configuration options, users can continue to any of the following sections:
·
Database Connection
·
Connection Manager
·
Package Grouping
·
Logging Option
Users may also immediately begin applying or removing the auditing framework.
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Logging Options
The Logging Options section allows users the ability to customize how the Auditing Framework will control
Basic, Data Flow, Connection, Parameter, and Variable, and Advanced User Defined Logging Options.

Basic Options
The Basic section controls other logging options that do not control details regarding Data Flow,
Connection, Parameter, and Variable, and Advanced User Defined Logging Sections.

Script Language: Controls which programming language the user wishes the Auditing Framework to
use within Script Tasks
2.
Maximum Loop Iterations: Controls how many loops within a For or For Each Loop they wish to
document. Setting this value to 0 means to log all iterations
3.
Log Warnings: Controls whether or not a user wishes to have warnings that are encountered during
executions to be logged within the BI xPress database
1.

Data Flow Logging Options
The Data Flow Logging section controls logging details within each Data Flow present within each SSIS
Packages.

1.

Real-time Data Flow Monitoring: Controls whether or not the Auditing Framework will monitor data
flows in real-time
Important Note:

If real-time Data Flow monitoring is turned off, some of the features of Monitoring Console's Execution
Diagram will be unavailable
2.

Row Count Logging: Controls whether or not the Auditing Framework will capture row counts flowing
inside data flows. When enabled, each data flow will be modified to track row count data.
1.
Source Row Count Logging: If row count logging is enabled, controls whether or not the

Auditing Framework will track how many rows are coming from source components.
Destination Row Count Logging: If row count logging is enabled, controls whether or not the
Auditing Framework will track how many rows are going to destination components.
3.
Source SQL Statement Logging: If row count logging is enabled, controls whether or not the
Auditing Framework will log SQL Statements used to extract data. This information can be
viewed using BI xPress' Extract / Load Detail Report.
4.
Connection Detail Logging: If row count logging is enabled, controls whether or not the
Auditing Framework will log details for each source and destination component regarding the
connections used.
2.

Connection, Parameter, and Variable Logging Options
The Connection, Parameter, and Variable Logging section controls logging details for connection
managers, parameters, and variables within each SSIS Packages.

Connection Logging: Controls whether or not the Auditing Framework will log every connection
manager's connection string value during run-time
2.
Variable Logging: Controls whether or not the Auditing Framework will log variable values during an
SSIS execution. If no other options are enabled, variable values are logged two times during package
execution: when the package execution is started and when the package execution completes
1.
Object Variable Logging: If variable logging is enabled, Controls whether or not the Auditing
Framework will allow the logging of object variables
2.
Initial Parameter Value Logging: If variable logging is enabled, Controls whether or not the
Auditing Framework will also log the initial values of parameters
3.
Variable Logging Type: If variable logging is enabled, Controls whether or not the Auditing
Framework will change the behavior of variable logging to either log all variables, or only
variables used within For Each loops
1.

Advanced User Defined Logging Options
The Advanced User Defined Logging section allows users to explicitly specify the logging of specific
variables within the Auditing Framework.

1.

Custom Variable Logging: Custom Variable Logging enables custom variable logging and will allow
the Auditing Framework the ability to explicitly specify the logging of specific variables.
1.
Numeric Variables: If custom variable logging is enabled, the three Numeric Variable text
boxes allow users to log up three custom variables of a numeric data type
2.
String Variables: If custom variable logging is enabled, the three String Variable text boxes
allow users to log up three custom variables of a string data type
3.
Data Variables: If custom variable logging is enabled, the three Date Variable text boxes allow
users to log up three custom variables of a date data type
4.
Events to Log: If custom variable logging is enabled, Event to Log allow users to specify
upon which event(s) they wish for the above custom variables to be logged:
OnPreExecute (Start): When enabled, all custom variables will be logged at the start
§
of the selected logging scope(s)
OnPostExecute (End): When enabled, all custom variables will be logged at the end
§
of the selected logging scope(s)
OnError: When enabled, all custom variables will be logged when an error occurs
§
OnWarning: When enabled, all custom variables will be logged when a warning
§
occurs
5.

Logging Scope: If custom variable logging is enabled, Custom Logging Scope(s) allows
users to specify the scope of custom logging:
Package Level: When enabled, custom variables will be logged at the Package Level
§
for the events specified in the Events to Log section
Task Level: When enabled, custom variables will be logged for every task using for
§
the events specified in the Events to Log section

Once done setting additional logging options, users can continue to any of the following sections:
·
Database Connection
·
Connection Manager
·
Package Grouping
·
Configuration Options
Users may also immediately begin applying or removing the auditing framework.
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Warning Filtering
Warning filtering enables users the ability to exclude specific warnings from logging. Excluding warnings
improves package execution times and lower database use. It also reduces logging clutter by only logging
messages important to the user.
Users can filter warnings in one of two ways:
·
Code: remove all warnings based on the warning's SSIS Alert Code.
·
Keyword: remove all warnings based on a specific word or phrased within its Alert Message.
During package execution, BI xPress ignores any warning that matches the comparison type.

When creating a new warning filter, users choose between a code or keyword comparison. The
comparison type chosen will dictate whether they use the code or keyword property. The description
property provides users with a property for describing the warning filter. The description property is not
used to determine warning exclusion and has a character limit of a thousand.
Use the checkbox to select the warning filters to apply to the selected packages. The "Is Default?"
checkbox dictates which warnings will always be selected when the auditing framework initially loads.
Important Note:
All users have access to the warning filters present within a BI xPress database. Any changes made to
the database's warning filters will affect all users. Only delete warnings that will not have adverse affects
on other users.
Additionally, having a large library of warnings will not affect package executions. Only the selected and
applied filters could increase package performance.
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Configuration File Options
In this section you will learn how to control most of the options of BI xPress Auditing Framework from the
configuration file. This article only explains how to generate XML configuration files, but similar techniques
can be applied if you are using SQL Configuration (Use Path and Value Property).
Configurable Variables / Properties
The following table lists the most common variables/properties you can configure using SSIS
configuration to control various auditing framework functionality.
Variable/Prope
rty
Package\User::
varSSISOps_Di
sableBIxAuditin
g

Description
This variable (introduced in v3.2) controls execution of all event handlers for BI xPress
Auditing Framework. Set this variable to True or -1 if you want to disable auditing
framework related code inside all event handlers. Set Package.LoggingMode=2 along
with this variable if you want to disable framework completely (See next line).
This property controls native SSIS Logging

Property:
0 = UseParentSetting
Package.Loggin 1 = Enable Logging
gMode
2 = Disable Logging
Setting this property to 2 disables real-time Data Flow monitoring.
2017.1 and
later:
Package\User::
varSSISOps_Di
sableVarLoggin
g
2016.4 and
earlier:
OnPreExecute\
User::varSSISO
ps_DisableVarL
ogging

This variable (introduced in v3.2) controls logging of variable values (in PreExecute and
PostExecute Event Handlers in 2016.4 and earlier). Set this variable to True or -1 if you
want to disable variable logging (on package pre-execute and/or post-execute in 2016.4
and earlier).

OnPostExecute
\User::varSSIS
Ops_DisableVa
rLogging
Property:
OnVariableValu
Set this property to true or -1 if you want to disable logging of variable changes.
eChanged.Disa
ble
2017.1 and
later:

Set this variable to True or -1 if you want to disable connection logging (on package
start/stop events (PreExecute/PostExecute) in 2016.4 and earlier).

Package\User::
varSSISOps_Di
sableConnLogg
ing
2016.4 and
earlier:
OnPreExecute\
User::varSSISO
ps_DisableCon
nLogging
OnPostExecute
\User::varSSIS
Ops_DisableCo
nnLogging
OnVariableValu
eChanged\User Set this variable to a list of variables you want to mask during logging process. You can
::varSSISOps_ use a comma separated list and you can use wild-card "*" for pattern matching names
FilteredVars
that are case in-sensitive.
OnPreExecute\ This option is used to mask variable values during logging process. This option is
User::varSSISO helpful when you have sensitive data (e.g. varFTP_Password) or the variable value is
ps_FilteredVars extremely large to display (e.g. varXML_Document). When masking is enabled, "****" is
logged in the Bi xPress Audit Database rather than the actual value of the variable. Note:
OnPostExecute You can configure a list of variables you want to mask outside the package by
\User::varSSIS configuring "varSSISOps_FilteredVars". There are 3 places where you have to set this
Ops_FilteredVa value (OnPreExecute, OnPostExecute, OnVariableValueChanged).
rs
2017.1 and
later:
Package\User::
Set this variable to a list of Connection Managers you want to mask ConnectionStrings
varSSISOps_Fil
during the logging process inside an OnPreExecute Event Handler. You can use a
teredConns
comma separated list and you can use wild-card "*" for pattern matching names that
are case in-sensitive.
2016.4 and
earlier:
This option is helpful when you want to hide certain ConnectionStrings or file paths from
OnPreExecute\ users who are using BI xPress Monitoring Console or Reports. When masking is
User::varSSISO enabled, "****" is logged in the BI xPress Audit Database rather than actual
ps_FilteredCon ConnectionString of the specified connection managers. Note: You can configure a list
ns
of variables you want to mask outside the package by configuring
"varSSISOps_FilteredConns". In versions 2016.4 and earlier, there are 2 places where
OnPostExecute you have to set this value (OnPreExecute, and OnPostExecute).
\User::varSSIS
Ops_FilteredCo
nns
2017.1 and
later:
Package\User::
varSSISOps_Di
sableDataSrcInf
oLogging
Set this variable to true or -1 if you want to disable logging of Data source related
information (e.g. ConnectionName, TableName, SQLCommand, and FileName).
2016.4 and
earlier:
OnPostExecute
\User::varSSIS
Ops_DisableDa

taSrcInfoLoggin
g
2017.1 and
later:
Package\User::
varSSISOps_Di
sableDFTRow
CountLogging
2016.4 and
earlier:
OnPostExecute
\User::varSSIS
Ops_DisableD
FTRowCountLo
gging

Set this variable to true or -1 if you want to disable logging of row count attached with
source and destination components (NOTE: when you disable row count logging using
configuration it will also disable data source information logging).

2017.1 and
later:
Package\User::
varSSISOps_M
axVarCharsToL
og
2016.4 and
earlier:
OnVariableValu
eChanged\User
::varSSISOps_
MaxVarCharsTo
Log

Set this variable to configure how many characters will be logged for each variable.
Default variable length for logging is 4000, anything after that will be truncated. A value
from zero to 2147483647. In versions 2016.4 and earlier, there are 3 places where you
have to set this value (OnPreExecute, OnPostExecute, and OnVariableValueChanged).

OnPreExecute\
User::varSSISO
ps_MaxVarChar
sToLog
OnPostExecute
\User::varSSIS
Ops_MaxVarCh
arsToLog
Important Note
Most of the options discussed in this section only works if auditing framework was applied using BI
xPress v3.2.0 or higher. If you are getting any of the following warnings or errors about package
corruption or missing objects because one or more objects referred by configuration were not found in
your package, then most likely you are running an older version of auditing framework or certain auditing
functionality is disabled. You can eliminate the following warnings/errors by changing Package Property
SuppressConfigurationWarnings to True.
To change SuppressConfigurationWarnings property right click package designer surface in BIDS and
click Properties.
Warning loading MyPackage.dtsx: The package path referenced an object that cannot be found:
"\Package.Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableBIxAuditing].Properties[Value]". This occurs when an
attempt is made to resolve a package path to an object that cannot be found. C:\SSIS\MyPackage.dtsx

Enable/Disable auditing framework completely without modifying packages
BI xPress v3.2.0 introduced several options to configure various BI xPress Auditing Framework features
from configuration file. The following sample config file illustrates how to enable/disable auditing
framework using two parameters. Make sure packages have the latest version of auditing framework to
use this feature (Must be modified with v3.2.0 or higher). When you disable auditing framework no data
will be generated for any package which is configured using the following config file.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following variable controls all auditing options except real-time Data Flow monitoring.
0 = Enable Auditing Framework
-1 = Disable Auditing Framework -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableBIxAuditing].Properties[Value]"
ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following Property controls LogProvider Settings.
0 = UseParentSetting,
1 = EnableLogging
2 = DisableLogging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property" Path="\Package.Properties[LoggingMode]"
ValueType="Int32">
<ConfiguredValue>1</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>

Enable/Disable real-time Data Flow monitoring
Real-time Data Flow monitoring can be disabled by setting LoggingMode Property to "2" and to Enable set
value to "1" as below (0=UseParent, 1=Enable, 2=Disable). When you disable real-time monitoring you
can't view the Data Flow diagram in Monitoring Console.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following Property controls LogProvider Settings.
0 = UseParentSetting,
1 = EnableLogging
2 = DisableLogging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property" Path="\Package.Properties[LoggingMode]"
ValueType="Int32">
<ConfiguredValue>1</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>

Enable/Disable variable logging
Use the following configuration options to enable or disable variable logging.
2017.1 and later:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following setting controls variable change history logging
0 = Enable Logging of variable changes
-1 = Disable Logging of variable changes -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.EventHandlers[OnVariableValueChanged].Properties[Disable]" ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following variable controls variable logging when package starts and ends [OnPreExecute =
Package Start, OnPostExecute=Package End]
0 = Enable Logging
-1 = Disable Logging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableVarLogging].Properties[Value]"
ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>
2016.4 and earlier:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following setting controls variable change history logging
0 = Enable Logging of variable changes
-1 = Disable Logging of variable changes -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.EventHandlers[OnVariableValueChanged].Properties[Disable]" ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following variable controls variable logging when package starts and ends [OnPreExecute =
Package Start, OnPostExecute=Package End]
0 = Enable Logging
-1 = Disable Logging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPreExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableVarLogging].Properties[V
alue]" ValueType="Boolean">

<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPostExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableVarLogging].Properties[
Value]" ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>

Enable/Disable connection logging
Use the following configuration options to enable or disable connection logging.
2017.1 and later:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following variable controls connection logging when package starts and ends [OnPreExecute
= Package Start, OnPostExecute=Package End]
0 = Enable Logging
-1 = Disable Logging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableConnLogging].Properties[Value]"
ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>
2016.4 and earlier:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following variable controls connection logging when package starts and ends [OnPreExecute
= Package Start, OnPostExecute=Package End]
0 = Enable Logging
-1 = Disable Logging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPreExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableConnLogging].Properties
[Value]" ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPostExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableConnLogging].Propertie
s[Value]" ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>

Mask a list of variables during logging process
You can specify a list of variables as below so they are stored as masked values inside the Auditing
Database. Since there are 3 places where the variable value is logged, you have to repeat variable lists
multiple times for each event handler as shown below.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following parameter contains list of variables to be masked from logging
you can use comma separated list you can use wild-card "*" for pattern matching
names are case in-sensitive -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnVariableValueChanged].Variables[User::varSSISOps_FilteredVars].Properti
es[Value]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>*obj*,file*</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPreExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_FilteredVars].Properties[Value]"
ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>*obj*,file*</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPostExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_FilteredVars].Properties[Value]"
ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>*obj*,file*</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>

Mask ConnectionString during logging process
You can specify a list of Connection Managers as below so ConnectionStrings are stored as masked
values inside the Auditing Database. Since there are 2 places where connections are logged, you have to
repeat Connections multiple times for each event handler as shown below.
2017.1 and later:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following parameter contains list of connections to be filtered from logging
you can use comma separated list you can use wild-card "*" for pattern matching
names are case in-sensitive -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Variables[User::varSSISOps_FilteredConns].Properties[Value]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>*FTPConn*,*HRSalary*</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>
2016.4 and earlier:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following parameter contains list of connections to be filtered from logging
you can use comma separated list you can use wild-card "*" for pattern matching
names are case in-sensitive -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPreExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_FilteredConns].Properties[Value]
" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>*FTPConn*,*HRSalary*</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPostExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_FilteredConns].Properties[Valu
e]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>*FTPConn,*HRSalary*</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>

Enable/Disable DataSource logging (i.e. ConnectionStrings, TableName, SQL Statement, and
FileName)
To enable or disable use the following settings. DataSource logging captures source/target connection
and data source related information. Data source and target information can be seen on Extract/Load
Detail Report
2017.1 and later:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following variable controls datasource information logging
0 = Enable Logging
-1 = Disable Logging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableDataSrcInfoLogging].Properties[Value]"
ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>
2016.4 and earlier:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following variable controls datasource information logging
0 = Enable Logging
-1 = Disable Logging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPostExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableDataSrcInfoLogging].Pr
operties[Value]" ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>

Enable/Disable row count logging
When row count logging is enabled BI xPress generates code to capture row count for each source and
target inside Data Flow. If you want to disable this without reapplying auditing framework then use the
following configuration file setting.
Important Note
when you disable row count logging using configuration it will also disable datasource information
logging
2017.1 and later:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following variable controls row count logging
0 = Enable Logging
-1 = Disable Logging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableDFTRowCountLogging].Properties[Value]"
ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>
2016.4 and earlier:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Following variable controls row count logging
0 = Enable Logging
-1 = Disable Logging -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPostExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_DisableDFTRowCountLogging]
.Properties[Value]" ValueType="Boolean">
<ConfiguredValue>0</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>

Change number of characters to log for variable value
Starting from v3.2.0 BI xPress doesn't log full values of variables (by default only 4000 characters logged)
to increase logging performance. For some reason if you want to change this behavior and want to log full
values of variables or log different numbers of characters than the default setting then use the following
configuration parameters.
BI xPress 2017.1 and later:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Default variable length for logging is 4000 anything after that will be truncated.
A number from zero to 2147483647 = Log full variable value. There is one place where you have to
set this value (see below) -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Variables[User::varSSISOps_MaxVarCharsToLog].Properties[Value]" ValueType="Int32">
<ConfiguredValue>4000</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
</DTSConfiguration>
BI xPress 2016.4 and earlier:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTSConfiguration>
<DTSConfigurationHeading>
<DTSConfigurationFileInfo GeneratedBy="PW\User1" GeneratedFromPackageName=""
GeneratedFromPackageID="" GeneratedDate="7/13/2011 12:37:17 AM" />
</DTSConfigurationHeading>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path="\Package.Connections[OLEDB_BIXPRESS_1].Properties[ConnectionString]" ValueType="String">
<ConfiguredValue>Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security
Info=False;Initial Catalog=BIxPress;Data Source=(local);Auto Translate=False;</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<!-- Default variable length for logging is 4000 anything after that will be truncated.
A number from zero to 2147483647 = Log full variable value. There are 3 places where you have to
set this value (see below) -->
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPreExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_MaxVarCharsToLog].Properties[
Value]" ValueType="Int32">
<ConfiguredValue>4000</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnPostExecute].Variables[User::varSSISOps_MaxVarCharsToLog].Properties
[Value]" ValueType="Int32">
<ConfiguredValue>4000</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>
<Configuration ConfiguredType="Property"
Path
="\Package.EventHandlers[OnVariableValueChanged].Variables[User::varSSISOps_MaxVarCharsToLog].
Properties[Value]" ValueType="Int32">
<ConfiguredValue>4000</ConfiguredValue>
</Configuration>

</DTSConfiguration>
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Best Practices

Best Practice Analyzer
The Best Practices Analyzer inspects SSIS packages and displays recommendations based on best
practices.
Feature Highlights
·
Investigate packages for adherence to best practices ad hoc as well as in batch mode.
·
Store the results of the best practices analysis within the BI xPress database for later analysis.
·
Store the results of the best practices analysis within an XML file using the command line.
·
Determine package performance issues and potential bottlenecks when using certain predefined
best practices.
Important Note:
Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when analyzing SSIS packages on a machine that only
contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
Table of Contents
·
Command Line
·
User-Defined Best Practices
Path Builder
o
Important Note:
While selecting a technology type to be analyzed within BI xPress Best Practices, you may run into an
issue where the source type you wish to analyze does not show up. If this happens, chances are you
have not met the system requirements for that specific provider. Please check the System
Requirements page and ensure you have all of the system requirements for that specific provider
installed properly.
For details on the capabilities of each provider within BI xPress Best Practice Analyzer, click here.
Best Practices Dashboard
From the dashboard you can Create/Modify Best practices or start analyzing for best practice violations.

1.

From workbench: Select the technology type to analyze

Connect to database to access shared rules and store results of analysis
You can connect to any BI xPress database using either Windows Integrated security or SQL Server
Authentication. By connecting to a BI xPress database and setting the "Use the BI xPress database"
toggle to "On", the results of your analysis will be stored in your database for review at a later time or to
compare changes over time. Also, you can save your selected rules to either a local profile or to the
database as a "Shared Rule set." Rules saved to the "Shared Rule set" can be accessed by any user
connected to that database
2.

Choose your rules
Select the rule(s) you want to run against the package you selected.
3.

.

Analyze the package(s)
After selecting your rules and choosing your database preference, click "Analyze." The package will be
analyzed using the rule set you created/selected in step 2, and your results will be displayed in the
interface as below. This can be opened at any time through the Monitoring Dashboards add-in or by
analyzing a new package. Keep in mind that if you did not select to have your results saved in the
database, the analysis will not be available after closing the add-in.
4.

Here, you can see the list of packages analyzed on the left. Select a package, and you can see the total
violations, errors, performance violations, warnings, and informational messages broken up here. You can
toggle which to display or not display by clicking on the name of the type on the right, as well as increase
the number of analyses to display at once. At the bottom of this view, you can see the message for each
component, and the path for that component as well, to make it easy to correct the violations.
In SQL Server Data Tools 2010 and up:
You can analyze your packages directly from SSDT in SQL Server 2010 and up by right clicking your
package or highlighting a number of packages from the solution explorer and clicking "Analyze for Best
Practices". This will open each package within SSDT and analyze them. You will follow the same steps as
above.
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Command Line

Command Line
The BI xPress Best Practices Analyzer command line tool allows users to analyze an SSIS Package
against either the personal rule sets for the currently executing user or the shared rule set specified within
the BI xPress Database. The BI xPress Best Practice Analyzer command line tool utilizes the
PWBestPractices.exe located within the Pragmatic Workbench directory. By default, this is can be found
in the following location, though this may change depending on the installation location set during install
time:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Pragmatic Works\Pragmatic Workbench\PWBestPractices.exe
Any framework (such as Scheduled Tasks, TFS Build Server, Microsoft Systems Center) that is capable
of starting an application and passing parameters using command line arguments will be capable of
utilizing the the Best Practice Analyzer command line tool to analyze either personal or shared rule sets
against SSIS Package(s).

PWBestPractices.exe {<Help> | <Items>} [<Rule Set Type>] [<Connection
Information>] [<Options>]

Switch Arguments
To introduce a parameter argument to the PWBestPractices.exe, use either a -- followed immediately by
the parameter switch or - followed by the short form version of the parameter switch. If the switch requires
a value, an = (equal) will be used to separate the parameter argument with the parameter value and must
be surrounded by " (double-quotes) if the value contains a space or special character(s).
Below is a list of all Parameter Arguments grouped by their specific purpose:

Help
Switch

--HELP

Short
Form

Description

-H or Shows the help message that provides users with further clarification on using the Best
-?
Practice Analyzer's Command Line tool

Items
Switch

"values" [...n]

Short
Form

"values
" [...n]

Description

The fully qualified location(s) of the package(s). This must include the full package name
including the file extension.
If specifying multiple targets, all items must be separated using spaces in between
values, as the following example shows:

Items
PWBestPractices.exe "C:\SSIS\MasterPackage.dtsx" "C:
\SSIS\ChildPackages\ETLPackage.dtsx"

Specifies the SSIS Version of all packages the user is attempting to analyze. Users can
specify the following values:
N
--VERSION="value"
·
·
·
2005
2008
2012
=
"value"
·
·
·
2014
2016
2017

Rule Set Type
Switch

Short
Form

Description

--SHARED

-S

Specifies that the user wishes to use the shared rule set when analyzing targeted SSIS
Package. If using the Shared rule set switch, the connection information switches will
be required

--PERSONAL

-P

Specifies that the executing user wishes to use their personal rule set stored on the file
system. If using the Personal rule set, the Shared rule set option cannot be specified.

Connection Information
Switch
-CONNECTIONSTRI
NG="value"

--DBOUTPUT

Short
Form

Description

Used along side the Shared rule set option to specify a valid SQL Server connection
C
string that connects to the BI xPress database containing the shared rule set and
=
optionally the analysis results.
"value"

-D

Used along side the Shared rule set option to specify that the user wishes to output the
results to the BI xPress database specified within the Connection String option. Either
the XMLOutput or DBOutput option must be specified. If using the DBOutput option, the
XMLOutput option cannot be specified and the Connection String option is required.

Options
Switch
-PASSWORD="valu
e"
--VERBOSE
-XMLOUTPUT
="value"

Examples

Short
Form

Description

W
The package password to apply to all SSIS packages specified.
=
"value"
-V

The Verbose switch provides users with additional information within the specified output
option.

Species the file path location the Best Practices Command Line tool will output the
X
results. Either the XMLOutput or DBOutput option must be specified. If using the
=
XMLOutput option, the DBOutput option cannot be specified
"value"

The following example analyzes the MasterPackage.dtsx file against the Shared rules set within the BI
xPress database located on the localhost and outputs the results to the same database.

PWBestPractices.exe "C:\SSIS\MasterPackage.dtsx" --VERSION="2012" -SHARED --CONNECTIONSTRING="Data Source=LOCALHOST;Initial
Catalog=BIxPress;Integrated Security=True;" --DBOUTPUT

The following example analyzes the MasterPackage.dtsx file against the executing user's personal rule
set and outputs the results to the MasterPackageResults.xml file with verbose output.

PWBestPractices.exe "C:\SSIS\MasterPackage.dtsx" --VERSION="2005" PERSONAL -XMLOUTPUT="C:\SSIS\Analysis\MasterPackageResults.xml" -VERBOSE

The following example applies the password "PackagePassword" to both the MasterPackage.dtsx and
ETLPackage.dts and then analyzes them against the executing user's personal rule set and outputs the
results to the ETLResults.xml file with verbose output.

PWBestPractices.exe "C:\SSIS\MasterPackage.dtsx" "C:
\SSIS\Child\ETLPackage.dtsx" -N="2014" -P -W="PackagePassword" N="2012" -X="C:\SSIS\Analysis\ETLResults.xml"
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User-Defined Best Practices

User-Defined Best Practices
Table of Contents
·
Path Builder
Create your own best practices to analyze your packages:
You can now create your own rules to run through the rules engine of the Best Practice Analyzer. The
rules you create here will be available in the Best Practice Analyzer, and can be run alongside the preinstalled rules.
1.
2.

Open the Best Practices feature from Pragmatic Workbench.
You will be greeted with the Best Practices Dashboard. From here select Create / Modify Best
Practices.

3. This will take you to the User Defined Best Practices, from here you can manage existing rules.
4. To add a new rule you will click the blue plus sign from the tool menu on the top left.

5. After clicking the add rule button, you will be given several fields to populate

Enter a Rule Name.
By default, when you save your custom rule for the first time, it will be used as a suggestion for the file
name. If there are characters that would be invalid for a file name, you will have the opportunity to name
the file something different. The Rule Name is important to identify the rule within the creator, as seen
below.
6.

7.

Enter the Author's name or team designation.

Enter a Reference URL.
This field should provide the user with a link to an external or internal website that includes detailed
instructions for resolving the best practice violation.
8.

Date.
The current date is automatically populated.
9.

Choose the severity of the rule.
You may choose from Error, Warning, Informational, or Performance. This dictates what category the rule
will display in the Best Practice Analyzer.
10.

Enter a message.
This field will be displayed in the Best Practice Analyzer's rule selection page.
11.

Enter a Recommendation.
This field describes how to correct the violation, and is shown as a tool-tip on the Best Practice Analyzer's
rule selection page, and as a column in the Results.
12.

Object Type Filters.
The filters set will appear after building a path evaluator.
13.

Path Evaluator.
To create a path you can use the path builder button located on the right of the field.
14.

15. Once completed, click the save button from the toolbar.

Managing Your Rules:
Once you have rules created you will be able to manage them from the same page. You can delete

existing rules but keep in mind that if you delete your rule from this list, it will be deleted from the file
system as well. However, if you have saved the rule to your "Shared Rule set" at any point, it will be
persisted on the database. You may also choose to save your rules as a new file, this is convenient for
creating copies of a rule to edit.
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Path Builder
Using the Path Builder
The path builder creates the actual definition for your best practice. By creating a path, using the
Workbench Path Language, that evaluates to a true or false, we can analyze any SSIS package to see if
the rule created applies. In the following example, we will create a rule that checks to make sure the user
did not enter the value "Description" for a connection's Description property. Let's take a look:
Important Note:
For more information on the Workbench Path Language syntax used within the Path Builder, please
click here.
From the User-Defined Best Practice creator page, click on the "Path Builder" button next
to path evaluator.
This will open the view below. Note the text box at the top that contains "./ ". That is the field for your path.
You have a list of Operators, Selectors, and other miscellaneous commands to choose from. If at any
point you want to start over, click the Reset button.
1.

Select a technology type on the left hand side.
This will bring you to a screen for that technology type, there you must pick and specify your
solutions/items
2.

Use the Object Type Filters, and then click on the type you want to create a rule on in the
Object Browser. This populates the middle field with that object's properties and path.
Here, we have selected the package itself from the Object Type Filters and a Flat File Connection from the
Object Browser. This populates the middle pane with the path and properties of the connection manager.
3.

Click on the property you want to check to generate the path.
Here, click on the property "Description."
4.

5.

Drag the path into the Path Text Box and remove the name

Click Preview to ensure your rule validates against the current package.
Note that your rule should validate true for it to throw a violation of the best practice. Therefore, for our
purposes, our rule looks for connections where the description has a value of "Description".
6.

7.

Click the back arrow to review your Object Type Filter and Rule Path in the User-Defined
Best Practice creator.
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BI Compare

BI Compare
The BI Compare add-in compares two SQL Server objects down to the property level and presents the
results in an easy-to-ready and exportable manner. You can save the comparison, which saves the object
paths and filters for easy comparison in the future. You can also export the comparison, which gives the
user a freeze-frame of the objects at the time that they were originally compared.
Feature Highlights
·
See differences between any SSIS package
·
The providers for SQL Server and SSAS allow users to read the entire instance specified, including
all databases, settings, logons etc.
Important Note:
If you are attempting to run a comparison using SSIS Package(s) that contain Third-Party
Component(s), the machine in which BI xPress' BI Compare is installed on will also require the ThirdParty Component(s) installed on it as well.
Additionally, Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when comparing SSIS packages on a
machine that only contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
Table of Contents
·
Creating a comparison scenario
·
Navigating the comparison view
·
Using the toolbar
Important Note:
While selecting a technology type to be compared within BI xPress BI Compare, you may run into an
issue where the source type you wish to analyze does not show up. If this happens, chances are you
have not met the system requirements for that specific provider. Please check the System
Requirements page and ensure you have all of the system requirements for that specific provider
installed properly.
For details on the capabilities of each provider within BI xPress BI Compare, click here.
Creating a comparison scenario
1.
To begin, name your comparison.
A good rule of thumb is to name it something that describes the items being compared. When you want to
reopen the comparison, it will help for it to be named something meaningful.

Select your object type
First you will select your source from the drop-down menu. In this example we have SQL Server selected.
You will then be able to specify your filter settings. You will then select your server by clicking the ellipses
on the right side of the Server row. Be sure not to compare two different types of objects.
2.

3.

Choose the objects to be compared.
For SQL Server, you will need to enter the server name you wish to compare, as well as your
o
permissions (either Integrated or SQL Server Authority).
For SSIS, you may select your packages from the file system, SQL Server, Package Store,
o
or 2012 Integrated Services Catalog.
For SSAS, you must enter the server name. Only Integrated Security is available for Analysis
o
Services.
For SSRS, you may select your report objects from the file system individually, from a folder
o
(to compare several objects at once), or from the web service.

4.

Click "Finish".

Navigating the comparison view
Once your comparison has finished loading, you will see one object on the left, and another on the right.
Properties that don't match will show an 'x', and objects that exist only on one side or the other will be
delimited with an arrow pointing to that side.

Note that if you highlight a line, it will show the value of the object and highlight the differences between
them.
Using the toolbar

This ribbon bar spans the top of the application after the comparison has been generated.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

New - Starts a completely new comparison scenario.
Open - Opens a previously saved comparison file and starts the comparison procedure.
Save - Saves the current comparison. This generates a file that is used to point BI Compare to the
chosen targets.
Save As - Creates a new file name from the current comparison.
Refresh - Starts the comparison procedure again to generate updated results.
Filters - Choose to include such properties as ID, StartTime, and StopTime. These objects are
seldom the same in two different objects, so you can choose to omit them if desired.
Export Results - Generates a file that, when opened, displays the results as they were at the time
the file was created (as opposed to saving the comparison, which saves only the object paths and
generates a new comparison).
Switch Left/Right - Allows the user to choose a different object for one side of the other without
having to create an entirely new comparison scenario.
View - Allows the user to explicitly filter out the types of comparison results they wish to see.
Starting points - Allows the user to adjust the left and right starting point for the comparison. By
default, the left and right starting point will be set to the root of the source. This can be changed,
however, to create a more specific comparison. Adjusting the left and/or right starting points is an
excellent way to compare the same item that has been been moved from one environment to another.
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Compile Scripts

Compile Script Tasks/Components
When working with packages in a 64 bit environment that were originally created in 32 bit, BIDS may give
errors stating ‘Binary script not foundʼ. To fix this manually, one must open and close each script. BI
xPress will allow developers to automate this process and save time by compiling every script within a
project.
Feature Highlights
·
Automates compiling of scripts in SSIS packages
There are two ways you can compile scripts using BI xPress.
·
Compile scripts (Right click option on SSIS project)
·
Compile scripts (option during deployment process)
1.

2.

To begin compiling scripts, right click on the SSIS project and select compile scripts form the menu.

This will pop up to Compile Script Tasks/Components window. You may choose to compile scripts
for all packages in this project or just the one you selected when right clicking to open this window.
Once you have selected your preferences, click compile.

Compile Scripts from Deployment Window
Instead of opening the window from the project. You can set the compile options from the deployment
window.
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Config Editor

Config Edit
Quick Config Edit allows you to open existing configurations from XML files or SQL Table. You can edit,
search and save your changes easily using this tool.
Feature Highlights
·
Edit configuration files quickly
·
Edit properties of multiple configuration files at one time
·
Organizes configured properties into an easy to read grid view
Important Note:
Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when modifying SSIS configuration files on a machine that
only contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
How to edit SSIS configurations without opening packages
After installing Pragmatic Workbench with BI xPress, all *.dtsConfig file extensions will be associated with
the BI xPress Configuration Editor.
There are 3 ways you can launch ConfigEdit Application
·
Workbench: From within Pragmatic Workbench, select the "Config Editor" feature found within the
Feature Finder.
·
BIDS / VS / SSDT: By clicking on the BI xPress Toolbar and selecting "Quick Config Edit"
·
File System: By double clicking any *.dtsConfig file in Windows Explorer
Edit in Grid View
By default all config entries are listed in Grid View. Grid view makes it easy to view and edit config entries.
You can easily search and replace values in Grid View.

Edit in XML View (Only for XML Config file)
Sometimes it is easier to edit in Raw XML view rather than XML View. ConfigEdit provides two different
ways: Grid View and XML View. Select any file you want to edit from left side file list and then click XML
View tab. Click save after you are done with editing.

How to search and replace in multiple configuration files/filters
Search and Replace dialog box is an easy way to quickly replace values in hundreds of config files.
Search and Replace Dialog box provides the following options:

·
·
·

Search: Find any matching value in config entry from any file/filter listed in the files/filter list.
Search and Replace: Find any matching value in config entry and replace with user defined value
from any file/filter listed in the files/filter list.
Search and Replace for Specific Property: Find and Replace any matching value in config entry
for specific property name.

How to quickly filter information:
To search desired information, type in the search box and you will see information is changed in real-time
in the value grid. ConfigEdit search by Property Name, Value or Configured Object Name.
How to select, edit and save values:
When you edit values, the save option is enabled and the row color is changed to light orange. Clicking the
save button will save the changes to all edited files at once. This bulk edit feature makes it easy to edit
multiple files.
To edit files you select single/multiple files (or SQL filter) on left hand side or check multiple items (to
check all items click on header check box).
Important Note
If multiple items are checked then Selection made by Ctrl+Click is ignored
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Config Manager

Config Manager
With the Secure Configuration Manager, you can create secure configurations and add/edit configuration
values easily in just a few clicks. You can also generate multiple shared configurations for selected
connections and adjust naming conventions using the smart rename feature.
Feature Highlights
·
Automatic configuration file generation for multiple packages/connections using split configuration
option
·
Add/Edit Configuration for multiple packages
·
Encrypt password/sensitive properties in configuration xml file or SQL configuration table.
·
Allow editing of configured value in property grid
·
Allow filtering properties from property grid
·
Simple mode to configure most common properties for Connections and Variables
·
Support for placeholders in Configuration Name, File Path or Table Filter
·
Copy/Paste Configurations
·
Editing package configurations outside Visual Studio without opening packages in BIDS.
·
Editing package configurations for packages stored on SQL Server on remote machine
·
Bulk property edit
Important Note:
Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when modifying an SSIS package's configuration file(s) on
a machine that only contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
Table of Contents
·
Creating Configs
·
Search and Replace
·
Secure Configs
·
Shared Configs
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Creating Configs

Creating Configs
Add/Edit SSIS Configuration for multiple package
If you want to create the same configuration for multiple packages, rather than performing several steps
for each package you can use the following technique using Secure Config wizard which will modify many
packages at once:
1.

In the solution explorer multi-select packages you want to modify ([Ctrl] + [Left Button Click] for
individual item selection or [Shift] + [Left Button Click] for range selection).

2.

Click "Add to all" (This option is only visible when multiple packages are selected)

3.

On the configuration type, screen specify various properties of new configuration and click "Next"

4.

On the property selection screen select which property you want to configure and click "Next"

5.

On the final screen review your selection (all packages listed in the list will be modified) and click
"Start"

The above steps insert same configuration to all selected packages.
Copy/Paste Configuration
Copy/Paste feature allows you to copy configurations from one package to another with just a few clicks.
Perform the following steps to copy any configuration from one package to another:
1.

In the solution explorer select the multiple packages you want to modify ([Ctrl] + [Left Button Click]
for individual item selection or [Shift] + [Left Button Click] for range selection).

2.

Once the wizard is loaded you can verify multiple packages are listed with their configurations.

3.

Right click on any configuration which you want to copy to other package(s) and click "Copy" and
then select different package and then right click -> "Paste"

4.

You can repeat step-3 if you want to paste the configuration to multiple packages.

5.

Close the wizard to save all changes (You may get prompted to save all modifications)

Create separate SSIS configurations for all connections (Split SSIS Configurations)
If you want to create separate configurations for each connection automatically then perform the following
steps.
Important Note
Creating multiple configurations for selected connections is only allowed for XML and SQL Configuration
type using "Split" option and this option is only visible during Add configuration operation. Once the
configuration is created you cannot split. When you select the Split option you cannot select variables on
the property selection screen. Variables are only visible when Split option is unchecked.

1.

Launch Secure Configuration Wizard for the package you wish to modify.

2.

Click on "Add" to create new configuration.

3.

On the configuration type screen select configuration type (XML or SQL) and enter location settings.

4.

Check split configuration option and then select "by connection name" from the drop down. Click
"Next"

5.

On the property selection screen you can either check desired Properties you want to configure for
each Connection (Mostly ConnectionString) or you can change to "Simple Mode" that will hide
properties and create a compact list for only the ConnectionString property. You can also pick desired
properties to show up in the list using the property filter option (Only available in Advanced Mode) that
way you can use the "check all" feature by clicking Root node. Click "Next".

6.

Review your selection and click "Start". This will process the selected connections and create
Configuration entries in Database or it will create XML Configuration files depending what type of
configuration you have selected.
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Search and Replace

Search and Replace
Using the Configuration Manager's Search and Replace (Bulk Edit) feature is an easy way to effortlessly
update hundreds of configuration files. You can perform updates on all visible nodes, or filter the properties
first and then replace visible properties with a new value.
1.

Filter unnecessary items before performing bulk update (Optional). The following screen shot shows
various options available to filter unwanted nodes from the tree list.

2.

Click "Search/Replace (Bulk Edit)" button, the "Search and Replace" dialog box should be displayed.

3.

Select the action type that you wish to apply.
Search: Find any matching values within the currently displayed configuration entries from
o
any file listed.
Search and Replace: Find any matching values within the currently displayed configuration
o
entries and then replace the values with the listed replacement value.
Search and Replace for Specific Property: Find any matching values within the currently
o
displayed configuration entries that matches a specific property name and then replace the
values with the listed replacement value.

4.

Hit OK to perform selected action.

5.

Once the dialog box is closed you will see an information message of how many occurrences were
replaced.
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Secure Configs

Secure Configs
It is very common to store passwords or sensitive information within configurations. Currently, SSIS does
not perform encryption on any values that are stored in configurations. BI xPress' Configuration Manager
allows users to effortlessly securely encrypt any SSIS package properties.
1.

Within BIDS, VS, or SSDT, open the desired SSIS package you wish to add secure configurations
too

2.

Launch BI xPress Configuration Manager using one of the three methods below:
1.
Within the BIDS, VS, or SSDT Toolbar, select BI xPress and then "Package Configurations
(BI xPress)"
2.
Right-click on the package within the Solution Explorer and select "Package Configurations
(BI xPress)"
3.
Within the SSIS Package Control Flow, right-click and select "Package Configurations (BI
xPress")

3.

If package configurations have not yet been enabled, check the "Enable Package Configurations"
box and then click the "Add" button

4.

Select configuration type, path, and hit "Next"
Important Note

Configuration placeholders can be used within the configuration name and path to create unique
configuration files when applying configurations to multiple SSIS Packages at the same time.

5.

On property selection screen select an encryption mode. Depending on which encryption mode, you
can manually encrypt a property, or allow BI xPress to choose for you. Any property with a lock icon
next to it indicates that the property will be encrypted when it is saved to the configuration file.
Option

Description

No Encryption

This option indicates its regular configuration and no value is
encrypted. This is the default option.

Encrypt Sensitive (Auto)

All password properties are encrypted automatically when you
select this option. Any property without sensitive information is
stored as plain text.

Encrypt Sensitive (Manual)

Password properties are encrypted when "Encrypt" column is
checked for selected properties. Any property without sensitive
information is stored as plain text.

Encrypt Full Value (Auto)

Encrypt full value of all configurable properties.

Encrypt Full Value (Manual)

Encrypt full value of configurable properties only when "Encrypt"
column is checked

6.

After updating the properties and checking to include the property within the Configuration file, click
"Next" to go to Summary screen. When you are satisfied, click "Start" to begin creating the encrypted
configuration file.

7.

Go to the configuration file location and open the newly created dtsConfig file to inspect XML. You will
notice that sensitive information is encrypted.

Important Note
When you select any type of encryption mode, Event Handler code is generated to perform transparent
decryption. To remove secure configuration code click on the "Remove Secure Config" button.
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Shared Configs

Shared Configs
There are 3 different ways you can create configurations:
·
Split configurations by package name
·
Split configurations by connection name
·
Split configurations uniquely by data source name (i.e. Database name or filename)
The first two approaches are the most time consuming to maintain because you have to change several
places when connection settings change. Creating a shared configuration is the most effective way of
reusing configurations. Imagine you have 100 packages and each package has 10 connections. In that
case you end up maintaining 1000 configuration entries if you go with option-1 or option-2 which is not only
time consuming but error prone as well.
When you create shared configurations (option-3) you end up maintaining fewer configuration entries
based on database or file name which produces a lot less configuration entries.
The only drawback of shared configurations is that you have to name the connections the same way in all
packages because configuration refers connection by name so if one package names its connection
"adventureworks_connection" and the other package "connection_adventureworks" then it will not work
even though both have the exact same ConnectionString.
1.

Launch Secure Configuration Wizard for the single or multiple packages ([Ctrl] + [Left Button Click]
for individual item selection or [Shift] + [Left Button Click] for range selection).

2.

Click on "Add to all" to create shared configurations for all selected packages otherwise click "Add to
selected" to modify a single package.

3.

On the configuration type screen select configuration type (XML or SQL) and enter location settings.

4.

Check split configuration option, select "by connection name" from the drop down and check
"Generate shared configurations" option

5.

Click on the "Smart Rename Options" button to review the settings.

6.

On Smart Rename options you can select the naming convention for connections (and
configurations). You can see a preview of connections before and after the rename.

7.

On the property selection screen you can either check desired Properties you want to configure for
each Connection (Mostly ConnectionString) or you can change to "Simple Mode" that will hide
properties and create a compact list for only ConnectionString property. You can also pick desired
properties to show up in the list using property filter option (Only available in Advanced Mode) that way
you can use the check all feature by clicking Root node. Click "Next".

8.

Review selection and click "Start". This will process the selected connections and create
Configuration entries in Database or it will create XML Configuration files depending what type of
configuration you have selected. You will also notice that connection names in all selected packages
are standardized to match with smart rename naming convention.
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Data Generation

Data Generation
Data Generation will investigate a database table schema and offer the user some options about how to
populate that column with data. Some of those options might include inserting some values at the
minimum and maximum allowed values for the column as well some NULL values. Test Data
Generation's entire purpose is to help the BI developer create a comprehensive, error free, and resilient
business intelligence solution.
Feature Highlights
·
Automatically generate valid data for a given schema
·
Handle foreign key integrity for generated data
·
Configurable volume of data
Target Table
On the first page of the Data Generation page, you will first have to select your target tables. You can also
if you choose to, select a shared data provider. This option is used to populate your tables with data. Click
on the "Target Tables" icon to open the "Connect To Database" window.

After clicking the target tables icon, the "Connect to Database" box will pop up and you will be able to
select your database.

After you have selected the SQL server and the target database click on "OK". The target tables section
will display that it is loading the tables. Now that you have selected a database. The "Target Tables" area
now prompts you to select one or more tables for which to generate data.

Clicking on that will bring up the Add Table window. From here you can check which tables you would like
to be added. After you have done so you may click next. If you do not select all required tables related to
others you have selected. The related tables will automatically be added for you.

If you are generating data for only one table, you do not need to select a data provider. However for
multiple tables with foreign key relationships, you must select a provider in order to maintain referential
integrity. To do so, click the icon that says "No data providers yet".

After selecting your provider, you will then need to name your connection and specify the database to be
used. You will then be taken to the query entry page. Here you will enter the query to retrieve primary and
foreign keys and any other columns that would be required. When done click on the test button to ensure
that it retrieves the results and then click done to finish adding the provider.

To use the data provider you will double click the table that uses the selected column as its foreign key in
the overview tab, doing so will open the table and display all the columns and their options.

Here you will click the edit link next to the column that needs to reference a column returned in the data
provider query. Next to the Data Source drop down menu, click "Add New", then select the data provider
that was added previously. Next to the Add New button is the Output drop down menu. From here select
the column that was returned by the data provider that corresponds with the column in this table.

You can also edit the table options. These options include using existing data, removing all data before it is
generated, and you can change the number of rows generated as well as the batch size.

When done configuring your tables and data provider, click the Generate Data button located at the top of
the tab. (Note: This table must exist in the target database to generate data.) The activity monitor will open
up and show your progress.
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Deployment

Deployment
The Package Deployment Wizard in BI xPress gives users more options when deploying SSIS packages.
Users can deploy multiple packages at once without having to deploy an entire project. A special ‘2 way
deploymentʼ feature allows for copying packages from a target location to a source.
Feature Highlights
·
Deploy multiple packages at once, even from different projects
·
Copy XML configuration files to the target location during deployment
·
Handles deployment to file system, database, and package store
·
Override configurations and connections strings
Important Note:
Package Deployment cannot deploy SSIS packages to the SSIS Package Catalog.
Additionally, Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when deploying SSIS packages on a machine
that only contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
Table of Contents
·
Quick Deploy

Launching the SSIS Deployment Wizard
You can open the SSIS Deployment wizard in three ways: Opening it from Pragmatic workbench, click
the Package Deployment icon
in the toolbar, or right-click the SSIS project in the BIDS Solution
Explorer window and select Deploy SSIS Package. You can also deploy a single SSIS package using
the BI xPress Package Deployment Wizard by right-clicking the desired package in the BIDS Solution
Explorer window and selecting Deploy SSIS Package.
SSIS Deployment Configuration Options
On the first screen of the Package Deployment Wizard are the Deployment Options. In the Deployment
Options, you can specify package configurations and other deployment options. In the Package
Deployment Options box, you can choose to overwrite existing packages that are already deployed or to
skip deployment of packages that already exist in the targeted environment. You can also specify the
CheckPoint folder location, as well as the Package protection level. In the Configuration Deployment
Options box, you can choose to deploy package configurations. You can also specify the location to
deploy the package configurations to. You can also specify credentials to access remote file systems.

SSIS Deployment Package Explorer
After clicking next, you will see the Source and Target Selection screen. You can specify the location of the
SSIS Packages that you wish to deploy, as well as the target location. From the Location drop down
menus, you can set the source as either, File System, SQL Server, or SSIS Package Store. If you select
a File System location, you will need to specify the correct path for the source and/or target location. If you
select a File System location, you can specify a remote server as the locations for the packages. If you
select a SQL server as the source and/or target location, you will need to specify the server and user
credentials. If you select an SSIS Package Store as the source and/or target location, you will need to
select the desired server and specify the path of the packages. (Filters can be applied by clicking the
funnel icon next to delete.) You can edit the packages in Visual Studios before and/or after deployment by
highlighting the desired package in the Selected Packages window and clicking the Visual Studios icon
. This will open the selected package in Visual Studios and allow you to make any necessary changes.
When you have specified the source and target locations, click the green arrow button to deploy the
selected packages.

After the packages have been deployed and if the Show Log check box is checked, the Package
Deployment Process Log will display. The log will display a summary of the deployment process, as well
as a validation summary and application log. You can save the log for further review by clicking the Save
Log button. When you have finished reviewing the Package Deployment Process Log, click the Close
button to return to the Package Deployment Wizard.

When you have finished deploying the packages, click the Finish button to close the Package Deployment
Wizard.
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Quick Deploy

Quick Deploy
BI xPress provides two different ways of deploying SSIS packages in Visual Studio 2005/2008. Using
SSIS Deployment Explorer and Using SSIS Quick Deploy Wizard. Quick Deploy is only available inside
BIDS but Deployment Explorer can be launched outside BIDS.
How to deploy packages using Quick Deploy Wizard
1.
Select one or more packages in solution explorer and right click > select Quick Deploy SSIS
Packages

2.

If you are launching Quick Deploy first time then you will have empty drop down list for target
location. In that case click on "Edit List" button to bring location editor. If you already populated target
locations then go to Step-6

3.

Click "Add Location" > Enter location information

4.

Click "Save Changes"

5.
6.

Once all target locations are entered you can click "OK"
Select package overwrite setting, Enter package password (only if packages are password
protected) so you don't get any prompt during deploy

Target Location
Package Count
(Selected=>Deployed)

Select location from the drop down list where you want to deploy selected packages.
This indicates how many packages are selected and how many deployed.

Deployment Time

This indicates how many seconds it took to deploy selected packages.

Package password

Enter package password to avoid prompts during deployment. This is only needed if on

You can select any of the following option which determines how to handle overwrite if t
Overwrite setting

·
·
·

Always Overwrite
Overwrite If Exists
Skip If Exists

If you want to use following advanced settings then check this option (Current version d
edit them before launching Quick Deploy Wizard).
Use options from
main wizard

View Advanced
Settings
Log Window

7.

·
·
·
·
·

Deploy Config Files
Change Config Path
Change CheckPoint File Path
Change Protection Level
Compile Scripts During Deploy

Read only view of advanced settings defined on Main Deployment Wizard
This panel shows real-time log deployment process

Click "Start Deploy" to deploy selected packages
If needed check "Minimize to system tray during progress" option (When this option is checked a
small progress bar appears above system tray and you will also see the system tray icon)
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Expressions

Expressions
BI xPress' Expression tools allow you to add and edit user defined expressions, easily view all of the
expressions and configurations within an SSIS Package, and manage pre-written expressions for later
use.
Feature Highlights
·
Keep a library of pre-written expressions
·
Add new expressions and edit existing ones
Table of Content
·
Editor
·
Highlighter
·
Manager
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Editor

Expression Editor
The BI xPress Expression Editor contains all of the functionality provided by the native SSIS expression
editor and many more. BI xPress Expression Editor can be launched by clicking "Edit Variable" icon
(Found on the variable toolbar), by launching from pragmatic workbench's "Expression" button, or by
clicking "Edit" link from within the Expressions window.
BI xPress Expression Editor has the following features that are not available in the native Expression
Editor:
·
Clean look with only one tree view
·
Snippet library with more than 25 reusable expressions
·
Multiple Undo actions
·
Better description for standard functions provided for expressions
·
Object icon, object name and property name/data type is displayed in the header
·
Easy way to enter value or expression for variables (Check/Uncheck "Evaluate As Expression"
option. This option is not visible for tasks and connections)

Important Note
You can drag and drop variables, snippets or function to specified cursor location in the expression text
area.
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Highlighter

Expression Highlighter
Knowing which SSIS objects have expressions and/or configurations can help solve many SSIS
development issues, making your life as an SSIS developer easier. The Expression Highlighter will
highlight SSIS objects that contain expressions or are modified by an external configuration.
SSIS items that are modified by an expression are indicated with a Red Circle
SSIS items that are modified by an external configurations are indicated with Blue Circle
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Manager

Expression Manager
Expression Manager organizes all your common SSIS expressions which you can use with variables,
control flow tasks or Data Flow pipeline.
All user defined expressions are listed under "My Expression" node on the expression editor (While editing
variable/task expressions inside BIDS.)
Important Note:
You can re-arrange item nodes easily by dragging under different folder node.

With Expression Manager you can do the following things
·
Create new expressions and define Title, Description and Syntax (i.e. Expression)
·
Delete Expression
·
Add/Delete Folders to organize expression in groups
·
Change path of User defined expression file. If you want to share expression file with team you can
put expression file on network share so other developer can use it.
·
View standard expressions in read-only mode (Installed with BI xPress)
You can launch Expression Manager in 3 different ways
·
Launch from Variable Toolbar (See folder icon with function image).
·
Launch from main application window.
·
Launch from expression editor by clicking expression manager icon.
Expression List Add-in automatically lists all expressions for any SSIS objects so you can easily edit them
with "Single Click" Edit option. By default Expressions are refreshed automatically when you add/delete or
rename various SSIS objects. To turn on/off automatic refresh you can use "Auto Refresh List" option
found on expressions window (If Expression window is not visible then click the expression icon [ ] on
the toolbar).

Important Note
Use "Enter" key to edit selected expression
Use "Delete" key to delete selected expressions in the list
To see property path hover mouse on the task icon (First column)
Click on column header to Sort in ascending or descending order
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Insert Nugget

Insert Data Flow Nugget
(Deprecated)

Important Note:
As of the 2017.4 release, Insert Nugget will be deprecated and no longer supported.
In future releases, the Insert Nugget feature may be excluded entirely.
Data Flow Nuggets are data flow tasks that have been stored in SSIS packages and can be reused at any
time.
Feature Highlights
·
Create and reuse data flow tasks in any package
·
Copy variables and connection managers
How to Insert a Data Flow Nugget
1.
In order to use the insert nugget, make sure you are on the Data Flow screen
2.

From there you will right click the pipe you wish to insert the nugget at

3.

The menu will pop with the Insert Nugget option

4.

After clicking Insert Nugget, the insert nugget window will appear. Here you can load your data flow
nugget package, then select the nugget you wish to use, and select a source component.
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MDX Calculation Builder

MDX Calculation Builder
This feature allows you to create complex MDX Calculations in a few clicks from several available MDX
templates quickly with no manual coding. This option is available when you are in the SSAS Cube
Designer and the Calculations tab is active. Using the BI xPress MDX Calculation Builder templates, you
can easily add dynamic time calculated members to your cube MDX calculation script.
Feature Highlights
·
Quickly build calculations from pre-made templates
·
Easily leverage powerful MDX date functions and time calculations such as MTD, YTD,
ParallelPeriod, Avg and percent calculations
·
Use pre-made template to create dynamic or static named sets
·
Eliminates the need for manual MDX scripting
1.

To start the calculation builder, open an Analysis Services Cube and click on the "Calculations" tab

2. Next, click the icon on the toolbar or right click in the "Script Organizer" window and click "Calculation

Builder (BI xPress)"

Calculation Wizard UI
Once the Calculation Builder window is displayed, the first step will be to choose a Calculation Template. If
there isn't a Template Location selected, click on the "Open Folder" icon to select the folder where the
templates are stored. The default is \%Program Files%\BiXpress\SSAS Snippets\.

After selecting a template, click the "Next" button to see the first page of the calculation builder wizard.

Calculation Wizard Object Selection
The calculation wizard allows the user to select different types of objects. The following explains each
object selection control.
Measures
The measures window allows the user to select a measure. The measures are displayed in order and
grouped by the Measure Group they belong to.

Hierarchy
The hierarchy window allows the user to select a hierarchy from a dimension. The hierarchies are
displayed under the dimension they are part of.

Level
The level window allows the user to select a level from a hierarchy. The levels are displayed under the
dimension and hierarchy they are part of.

Attribute
The attribute window allows the user to select an attribute from a dimension. The attributes are displayed
under the dimension they are part of.

Formatting
The calculation builder makes it easy to apply the sometimes cryptic formatting code that can be used
within calculations. After the Cube objects (measure, attributes, etc.) have been selected the second to
last step in the wizard is the Formatting window. This window is optional. The way the formatting works is
by using conditions. For instance, if you want the calculation results to be displayed in BOLD RED WITH
BLACK BACKGROUND if the value is greater than 50,000 then you'd enter the following formatting
properties:

·
·
·
·

When the calculation returns a value that is: > 50000
Set the font color to: Red
Set the background to: Black
Set the font style to: Arial, 8, Bold

After all the properties are selected click the "Save Condition" button. This will move the condition into the
grid below the "Add Formatting Condition" section.

The "Formatting Preview" column gives you a preview of what the calculation result will look like if the
result matches the condition.
If you need to edit any of the conditions, simply double click on the row in the grid and the condition will be
populated in the "Add Formatting Condition" section. After done editing, click the "Update" button to save
the condition.

Properties Page
The properties page is where the user will name the new calculation, set the format of the result
("Currency", "Percent", etc.) and the measure group (2008 and above only).

After the properties are set, click the "Finish" button and the calculation will be added to the "Script
Organizer" window and the properties of the calculation will be shown in BIDS.

If any formatting was added to the calculation, the script for the formatting will be in their respective
windows.
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Monitoring Console

Monitoring Console
BI xPress' Monitoring Console provides users with real time monitoring of all SSIS packages that have the
Auditing Framework. Normally such information can only be obtained through debugging packages within
the development environment.
You can also view predefined reports that will display extraction and load trends, recent executions, any
packages that may be currently running, package execution trends, execution dashboards, and execution
alerts. The data in the reports can be filtered in a variety of ways, including; by date, package, machine,
execution account, and execution mode.
Important Note:
The Monitoring Console will only monitor SSIS package executions that have either had the Auditing
Framework applied to them or were imported using the SSIS Catalog Import Feature.
Feature Highlights
·
Watch packages as they execute in real time
·
Access multiple reports to view numerous details about packages execution
Table of Contents
·
Console
Toolbar Options
o
Package Execution
o
Execution Diagram
o
·
Dashboard Reports
Execution Dashboard
o
Extract/Load Trend Dashboard
o
Extract/Load Detail Dashboard
o
Package Performance Dashboard
o
Package & Task Performance Dashboard
o
Package Alerts Dashboard
o
Package Execution Trend Dashboard
o
Recent Executions Summary Dashboard
o
Recent Executions Details Dashboard
o
Runtime Standard Deviation Dashboard
o
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Console

Console
BI xPress' Monitoring Console provides users with many of the same details and real time monitoring that
would be provided to a user that were debugging a package within BIDS, Visual Studio, or SQL Server
Data Tools. To open the Monitoring Console, either click the Monitoring Console
button within the main
"BI xPress" menu bar of BIDS, Visual Studio, or SQL Server Data Tools or launch it from the Pragmatic
Workbench. After opening the Monitoring Console, you will be able to start real-time monitoring or view
historical reports from the main screen.
The Monitoring console is divided into six main panels: Option Toolbar, Package Execution, Execution
Diagram, Errors and Warnings, Variables, and Connection Panels. The Option Toolbar allows users to
manage the BI xPress Database, as well as Monitoring Console behavior. The Package Execution panel
allows a quick summary of the most recent executions as well as control over which execution is
currently being displayed. The Execution Diagram shows a visual representation of both the control and
data flow as well as further details. Besides the Package Execution and the Execution Diagram, there are
three other, smaller, panels that provide details regarding the executions: error and warnings, variables,
and connections panels.
1.

Errors and Warnings: The errors and warnings panel provides details of all errors and warnings
thrown by the currently selected package, making it easier to troubleshooting problem packages.

o
2.

Variables: The variables panel displays a time line of all changes to user variables within the
currently selected package.

o

3.

Users can filter out the messages displayed within the Errors and Warnings panel to show
either all messages, only errors, or only warnings.

If variable change tracking is enabled, users can switch between displaying the latest value
for each variable, or view a historical list of all variable changes that took place during the
execution of the currently selected package.

Connections: The connections panel provides details of all present connection managers within the
currently selected package.
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Options Toolbar

Options Toolbar
The option toolbar manages both the database and display configurations within the execution panel.

1.

BI xPress Database: Specifies which BI xPress Database the Monitoring Console will connect to

2.

Purge Database: Provides users with configuration options for purging the BI xPress Database.
1.
Users can specify the start and end dates as well as the batch size in days. Users can also
include optional purge filters for purging only specific executions by package name, machine
name, or execution ID. Users can also specify a timeout in seconds before the purge
operation errors out, with a value of zero indicating no timeout.

2.

Users can execute a one time purge by clicking the "Purge Records" button or if they wish to
set up a scheduled purging; users can click the "Create Schedule" to configure a SQL Agent
Job.

3.

Users can immediately create the job by clicking "Create SQL Agent Job". Users who wish to
execute a DDL script that creates the job can click the "View SQL Agent Job SQL Script". This
allows users the ability to review the SQL Script used to create the SQL Agent job.

3.

Package Grouping: Toggles between organizing the package execution panel by groups or by
package

4.

Options: Options provides users the ability to adjust the behavior of the Monitoring Console.

SSIS Monitoring Console Options: Adjust the refresh rate, timeout, and max variable
length options. The max variable length option can increase performance by reducing the
amount of data returned from the BI xPress repository. Note that this does not affect the length
of a variable value stored within the repository, only how much is retrieved from the repository.
2.
Execution Range: Adjust the parameters used by the Monitoring Console to retrieve
executions
3.
Package and Group Filtering: Users can filter executions based on a specific set of rules.
1.
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Package Execution

Package Execution Panel
The Monitoring Console's package execution panel displays a listed summary of the most recent
executions within the BI xPress Database. The package execution panel provides the user with four main
functions: execution name, execution summary, execution selection, and execution management.

1.

Execution Name: Located in the upper left hand corner of each execution, this displays the name of
the package that was executed

2.

Execution Summary: Each execution displays a visual and textual summary for the specific
execution
1.
Status: The background color of each execution visually describes the current status for the
package
1.
Red: Package completed with at least one errors
2.
Green: Package completed successfully without errors
3.
Yellow: Package is still running
4.
Blue: Package has been stopped during execution
2.
Date and Runtime: The date located on the left of the execution describes when this
execution occurred, while the time located on the right represents how long the package
executed before completing

3.

Execution Selection: In addition to providing users with the name and status of executions, the
package execution panel also controls which execution will be displayed within the other Execution
Diagram. Up to 16 packages can be selected to be displayed within the Execution Diagrams at a time.

4.

Execution Management: Whenever you select a package, you can right-click to bring up a context
menu that allows users to manually stop or delete executions within the BI xPress database

1.

Packages that are still running (denoted with the yellow background) can be manually labeled
as "stopped" by selecting them, right-clicking, and then selecting "Mark selected execution(s)
as stopped"

Important Note:
Marking an execution as "stopped" does not physically stop the execution, it merely marks the entry
within the BI xPress Database as being stopped. If the package is still running, it will continue to run.
This feature was added allow users to manually mark executions of packages that were manually
stopped by a user during design from being displayed within the BI xPress database as still running.
2.

Packages that are no longer running (whether because they have been stopped, completed
successfully, or completed with errors) can be deleted by selecting them, right-clicking, and
then selecting "Delete selected execution(s)"
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Execution Diagram

Package Execution Panel
The Monitoring Console's execution diagram panel is the main view used to monitor the execution for a
package. The execution diagram panel is divided up into three sections: Header, toolbar, and diagram.

1.

Header: Displays a summary for the currently selected execution

Execution Name: Displays the name of the execution. Clicking the "X" will close the
execution. This frees up space for viewing other selected executions
2.
User and Machine Information: Displays the user account and machine that ran the
package
3.
Date and Runtime: Details the start time and how long the execution ran before completing
4.
Status: The background color of the header describes the current status for the package
1.
Red: Package completed with at least one error
2.
Green: Package completed without errors
3.
Yellow: Package is still running
4.
Blue: Package was manually stopped before execution completed
1.

2.

Toolbar: Controls what is currently displayed within the diagram

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

3.

Control Flow: Switches the diagram view to display the current execution's control flow
execution. The diagram displays the control flow execution by default.
Data Flow: Switches the diagram to display the current execution's data flow executions.
The data flow button is only enabled if the execution contains at least one data flow execution.
The diagram displays the first data flow execution by default. Use the data flow selector to
select a different data flow execution.
Data Flow Selector: Allows users to choose which data flow execution they wish displayed
within the diagram. The selector is only enabled if the user is currently viewing the data flow
executions.
Auto Layout Button: Toggles between using the layout present within the package. If
enabled, BI xPress detects out of date or missing layouts and attempts to generate a more
accurate diagram. If disabled, BI xPress displays the provided package layout, regardless of
whether it is out of date or missing.
Auto Generated Diagram Label: This label notifies the user that the layout information is
out of date or missing. This label is only displayed if the user has enabled auto layouts.

Diagram: Displays the execution details for the control or data flow in a way familiar with SSIS
developers. By default, the execution diagram will display the control flow.
Important Note:

When selecting a package e3xecution imported using the SSIS Catalog Import feature for the first time,
the Monitoring Console will attempt to download the package layout. This allows the Monitoring Console
the ability to display the package in a way familiar to SSIS developers.
This process requires the user running Workbench to have read permissions on the SSIS Catalog.
1. Navigation Buttons: Located in the upper right of the diagram. These buttons assist the user

with navigating the diagram panel.
Zooms out to display more of the execution diagram
Resets the zoom to the default zoom level
Zooms in to show less of the execution diagram
Fits the current control or data flow diagram to the
window
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Dashboard Reports

Dashboard Reports
Report Name
Best Practices Analysis Results

Execution Dashboard

Description
This dashboard shows the total violations, errors,
performance violations, warnings, and informational
messages for your best practices rules
This dashboard gives one place to view of most common
counters of SSIS package execution, including top 20 slow
packages, fast packages, minimum used packages,
maximum used packages, recent data extracts, recent
data loads

Extract / Load Trend

Provides graphical view of extract and load trend over
several years, weeks, months and days

Extract / Load Detail

Provides extract / load detail for every Data Flow within
each package execution

Package Performance
Package & Task Performance

Provides package level performance graph within a
specified interval
Provides package and task level performance graphs
within a specified interval

Package Alerts

Provides detailed error / warning report including package
level errors

Package Execution Trend

This report provides many useful information about trend
of package runtime, task runtime and errors / warnings

Recent Executions Summary

Provides information regarding the execution status of
packages

Recent Executions Details

Provides information regarding the execution status of
packages and tasks

Runtime Standard Deviation

This report displays packages which are running slower /
faster than their usual trend
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Best Practices Analysis Results

Best Practices Analysis Results
This dashboard shows the total violations, errors, performance violations, warnings, and informational
messages for your best practices rules
Information Provided
·
Total Violations
·
Errors
·
Performance
·
Warnings
·
Information
·
Latest N analysis (where N is user specified number)
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Execution Dashboard

Execution Dashboard
This dashboard gives one place to view of most common counters of SSIS package execution, including
top 20 slow packages, fast packages, minimum used packages, maximum used packages, recent data
extracts, recent data loads.
Information Provided
·
Running packages (Last N days/weeks/months)
·
Completed packages (Last N days/weeks/months)
·
Top 20 slowest packages (Last 90 days)
·
Top 20 fastest packages (Last 90 days)
·
Top 20 minimum used packages (Last 90 days)
·
Top 20 maximum used packages (Last 90 days)
·
Data extract summary (Last N days/weeks/months)
·
Data load summary (Last N days/weeks/months)
·
Where Last "N" days/weeks/months can be changed by specifying interval parameter.
When you open the execution dashboard you will be shown by default a report for the last 60 days.
However, you can change this to whatever parameters you prefer by clicking the drop down arrow to the
right of the "View Report" button.
Clicking that will open up the Report Parameters section. Here you can change any of the parameters you
wish to alter your monitoring report.
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Extract / Load Trend

Extract / Load Trend
Provides graphical view of extract and load trend over several years, weeks, months and days.
Information Provided
·
Extracted and Loaded record count trend for selected time frame
·
Multiple level of row count trend analysis for Package, Data Flow, and source/target
·
Component Type, Object Name, Package Name and many other Data Flow related information
As with the Execution Dashboard your default view is of the last 60 days. All parameter can be changed in
the Report Parameters section by clicking the arrow to the right of the "View Report" Button.
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Extract / Load Detail

Extract / Load Detail
Provides extract / load detail for every Data Flow within each package execution.
Information Provided
·
All Data Flow summary for packages executed in selected time frame
·
Start time and end time of package and Data Flow tasks
·
Source and target detail of each Data Flow which includes SQL query, server or file name, database
name and user name
When first opening this dashboard you will not be given a default report, instead the Report Parameters
section will be open and ask you to specify a date range. After specifying your parameters, click on "View
Report" to see the report for that time frame.
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Package Performance

Package Performance
Provides package level performance graph within a specified interval.
Information Provided
·
Average runtime of package for selected time frame
·
Total package executions for the period of the specified time frame
·
Performance indicators detailing the amount of executions that fall within an acceptable range of the
average runtime
·
Performance history graph of packages which are executed for selected time frame
·
Preview performance trend graph
When opening the Package Performance Dashboard you are given the default report for the last 60 days.
You can change your report parameters by selecting the drop down arrow to the right of the "View Report"
button. This dashboard also gives you an option to Export or Print the report.
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Package & Task Performance

Package & Task Performance
Provides package and task level performance graphs within a specified interval.
Information Provided
·
Average runtime of package for selected time frame
·
Performance indicators detailing the amount of executions that fall within an acceptable range of the
average runtime
·
Preview performance trend graph
·
Performance history graph of packages and task which are executed for the selected time frame
·
Performance history graph of Data Flow components
·
Total package executions for the period of the specified time frame
When opening the Package & Task Performance dashboard you are given the default report for the last 60
days. All report parameters can be changed in the Report Parameters section by clicking the drop down
arrows to the right of the "View Report" button. You are given the option to Export or Print this report.

Clicking the plus sign on the left hand side of a package name will open a further view into that package.
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Package Alerts

Package Alerts
Provides detailed error / warning report including package level errors.
Information Provided
·
All packages and task with errors or warnings
·
Start time and end time of package and task
·
Errors/warnings details for package execution between the selected time frame
In this dashboard you will be required to select a date range to view. You may also change other
parameters of your report by clicking the drop down arrow to the right of the "View Report' button to open
the Report Parameters section.
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Package Execution Trend

Package Execution Trend
This report provides many useful information about trend of package runtime, task runtime and errors /
warnings.
Information Provided:
·
Package performance trend in graphical and tabular form
·
Package ad task performance break down for N numbers of days/weeks for the selected time frame
·
Error/warning trend analysis in graphical form
·
Execution detail in tabular format which includes package name, run time, error/warning count and
row count
This dashboard will open with the default report of the last 60 days. You can change any of the report
parameters in the Report Parameters section. On the left of the report you will see all selected packages
that are being represented by the report.
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Recent Executions Summary

Recent Executions Summary
Provides information regarding the execution status of packages.
Information Provided
·
Package runtime
·
Error/warning
·
Extracted/loaded rows
·
User account under which package was executed
·
Machine name
·
Interactive or non-interactive mode
·
Variable values on execution completion
When opening this dashboard you will need to specify a date range for the report. You may also change
other report parameters from the Report Parameters section.
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Recent Executions Details

Recent Executions Details
Provides information regarding the execution status of packages and tasks.
Information Provided
·
Package and task runtime
·
Error/warning displayed under related task
·
Extracted/loaded rows (applicable to Data Flow)
·
User account under which package was executed
·
Machine name
·
Interactive or Non-interactive mode
·
Variable values on execution completion
When opening this dashboard you will need to specify a date range for the report. Other report
parameters may be changed in the Report Parameters section.
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Runtime Standard Deviation

Runtime Standard Deviation
This report displays packages which are running slower / faster than their usual trend.
Information Provided
·
Packages running slower or faster than configured standard deviation limit
·
Performance history graph for last N executions
·
Average execution time
·
Standard deviation of execution time
·
Extracted and loaded row count
When opening this dashboard you will need to specify a date range for the report. You can also change
other report parameters in the Report Parameters section.
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Notification

Notification Framework
The Notification Framework allows users to create notification event handlers on events such as OnError,
OnWarning, OnSuccess, and OnComplete for any SSIS Packages through either the self-contained
(classic) Notification Framework or by harnessing the power of BI xPress Server's Notification Engine.
Feature Highlights
·
Add notification to multiple packages at once
·
Easy to maintain through XML configuration files
·
Send email and SMS text messages
Important Note:
Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when applying the Notification Engine to SSIS packages
on a machine that only contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
Table of Contents
·
How does the Notification Framework work?
·
Selecting Action
·
Selecting Packages
·
Choose Framework Type
Classic Options
o
Server Options
o
·
Summary
How does the Notification Framework work?
Regardless of whether the user selects the Classic or Server Framework, the following changes will be
made to the SSIS Package when applying the Notification Framework. These changes are done based on
options that are selected during application of the Notification Framework:
· Configuration File(s) or Package Parameter(s) may be created
· Package level Event Handlers will be created to capture and send runtime information within the
OnError, OnWarning, OnSuccess and / or OnComplete Events.

Classic Framework
If using the Classic Notification Framework, the SSIS Package contains a self-contained framework that
gathers and sends the notification using the selected method(s).

Server Engine
The Notification Engine harnesses the power of HTTP Requests to manage which notification events
trigger. Within an SSIS Package, the Notification Engine will send an HTTP Request to the user's BI
xPress Server. Once BI xPress Server receives the HTTP Request, BI xPress Server will handle the
notification, sending all valid events using the event's corresponding provider(s).

Important Note
Do not alter any of the task names or descriptions created by BI xPress as BI xPress will not recognize
any previously created tasks.
To use the BI xPress Server Notification Engine, the SSIS Package the user is attempting to apply the
Notification Engine to will need access to a running instance of BI xPress Server.
The Notification Framework can be launched through Pragmatic Workbench or within the development
environment (BIDS, SSDT, or VS). If launching through the development environment, the Notification
Framework can be accessed by either locating the BI xPress toolbar or by right-clicking an SSIS Project
or Package within the Solution Explorer. In both cases, there will be an option to select "Add / Remove
Notification Framework (BI xPress)", this option will immediately launch the Notification Framework.
Once the Notification Framework has loaded, there will be a series pages that will help users configure
the Notification Framework for their package(s). These pages change depending on whether the user
wishes to add or remove the Notification Framework. Below can be found a list of all pages found within
the Notification Framework, a brief description of their function, and a link to more details:
1.

Select Action: The Select Action page allows users the ability to choose whether they wish to add /
update or remove the Notification Framework from their SSIS packages. Depending on which action
they choose, the available pages will change. Below can be found the underlying differences between
Adding / Updating and Removing the Notification Framework:

Add / Update the Notification Framework
1.

Select Packages: When adding / updating the Notification Framework, the Select Packages
page allows users the ability to select which packages they wish to add / update the

2.

Notification Framework.
Choose Framework Type: When adding / updating the Notification Framework, users can
choose between the classic Notification Framework or the new BI xPress Server Notification
Engine.
1.
Classic Options: Classic Options allows users the ability to specify what events the
user wishes to be notified on, the notification method(s) to use, how soon the user
wishes to be notified, and configuration options for Email and SMS settings
2.
Server Options: Server Options allows users to specify the server address and event
name as well as the ability to add custom parameters, what events the user wishes to
be notified on, and how soon the user wishes to be notified

Removing the Notification Framework
1.

2.

Select Packages: When removing the Notification Framework, the Select Packages page
allows users the ability to select which packages the user wish to remove the Notification
Framework.

Summary: The Summary page provides users with information, warnings, and errors that may
occur during the application or removal of the Notification Framework

Navigating between the above pages can be done by using the back and next buttons located on the lower
right of each page
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Selecting Action

Selecting Action
The Select Action page allows users the ability to choose whether they wish to add / update or remove the
Notification Framework from their SSIS packages. Depending on which action they choose, the available
pages may change.

Add / Update the Notification Framework
Select Packages: When adding / updating the Notification Framework, the Select Packages page
allows users the ability to select which packages they wish to add / update the Notification Framework.
2.
Choose Framework Type: When adding / updating the Notification Framework, users can choose
between the classic Notification Framework or the new BI xPress Server Notification Engine.
1.
Classic Options: Classic Options allows users the ability to specify what events the user
wishes to be notified on, the notification method(s) to use, how soon the user wishes to be
notified, and configuration options for Email and SMS settings
2.
Server Options: Server Options allows users to specify the server address and event name
as well as the ability to add custom parameters, what events the user wishes to be notified on,
and how soon the user wishes to be notified
1.

Removing the Notification Framework
1.

Select Packages: When removing the Notification Framework, the Select Packages page allows
users the ability to select which packages the user wish to remove the Notification Framework.

After selecting which action to take, clicking the Next button will send the user to the Select Packages

page, which allows the user to select the packages they wish to have the Notification Framework added /
updated or removed.
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Selecting Packages

Selecting Packages
Depending on the action that was selected on the Select Actions page, the Select Packages page allows
users the ability to select which packages they wish to have the Notification Framework added / updated
or removed.

The Select Packages page is divided up between the package location and selection areas.

Package Location
Controls where the Notification Framework will search for the SSIS packages that the user wishes to have
the Notification Framework added / updated or removed. There are five locations the user can select.

1.

File System: The Notification Framework will search the File System, using the selected path, for
SSIS Packages. Users can check the Recursive option to scan the select File System folder and subfolders for SSIS Packages.

2.

SQL Server: The Notification Framework will search SQL Server, using the provided connection
information, for SSIS Packages deployed.

3.

SSIS Project: The Notification Framework will search an SSIS Project File (*.dtproj), using the
selected path, for SSIS Packages.

4.

SSIS Package Store: The Notification Framework will search the SSIS Package Store, using the
provided connection information, for SSIS Packages deployed. Using this location requires the
Notification Framework to be running as the Administrator account.

5.

Visual Studio Solution: The Notification Framework will search a Visual Studio Solution (*.sln), using
the selected path, for SSIS Packages contained within SSIS Projects associated with the selected
solution.

Package Selection
Controls which package from the selecting location will have the Notification Framework added / updated
or removed.

Filter: Located at the top left of the Package Selection, the Filter allows the users to quickly filter out
packages they do not wish to see when selecting packages.
2.
Browser: Located just underneath the Filter on the left, the Browser contains all packages from the
location that have not been filtered.
3.
Selection Buttons: Located underneath the Browser on the bottom left, the Selection buttons allow
the user to quickly select or unselect all packages from the browser.
4.
Scan Packages Button: Located underneath the Browser on the bottom, the Scan Packages button
allows users to quickly select or unselect packages based on a set of parameters. Clicking the Scan
Packages button will launch the Scanning Option window
1.

Scan For: Controls which frameworks (Auditing and / or Notification) that the Notification
Framework will scan for within each package.
2.
When selected framework: Controls whether the Notification Framework is searching for the
1.

presence or absence of the selected frameworks.
List item action: Controls what action, whether to select, unselect, or ignore, the Notification
Framework when a package meets the parameters selected in step 1 and 2.
4.
Sort list after scanning?: Controls whether to sort the list of packages after scanning for the
Auditing or Notification framework.
3.

6.

Selected Items: Located on the right of the Package Selection, the Selected Items allows the user
the ability to see all the current packages that are selected from within the Browser to have the
Notification Framework added / updated or removed.

After selecting which packages the user wishes to have the action applied to, clicking the Next button will
send the user to different pages depending on which action was selected on the Select Actions page:

·

Add / Update Notification Framework: If the user is adding / re-applying the Notification Framework,
clicking Next will send the user to the Choose Framework Type page to choose between either the
Classic Notification Framework or the new BI xPress Server Notification Engine.

·

Remove Notification Framework: If the user is removing the Notification Framework, clicking Next
will send the user to the Summary page to begin the process of removing the Notification Framework:
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Choose Framework Type

Choose Framework Type
When adding or updating the Notification Framework, the Choose Framework Type page allows users the
ability to choose between the classic Notification Framework or the new BI xPress Server Notification
Engine.

After selecting which Notification Framework the user wishes to use, clicking the Next button will send the
user to different pages depending on which Framework was selected:

·

BI xPress Notification Framework (Classic): If the user chooses to apply the BI xPress Notification
Framework, clicking Next will send the user to the Classic Options pages to begin configuring the
settings to the Notification Framework

·

BI xPress Server Notification Engine: If the user chooses to apply the BI xPress Server Notification
Engine, clicking Next will send the user to the Server Options page to begin configuring the settings to
connect to the BI xPress Server's Notification Engine
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Classic Options

Classic Framework
After clicking Next, you will see the Notification Framework Options screen. On this screen you can
specify which events you wish to be notified and by which method(s). You can choose to be notified
OnError, OnWarning, OnSuccess, and OnComplete. You can also choose to be notified after the task
has completed execution or the entire package has completed execution. Configuration files can be
enabled by checking the Enable Configuration box and specifying the configuration file path and overwrite
setting.

Using the Classic Notification Framework, you can receive alerts four different ways:
Method

Email

Description
Using this method you can receive
HTML or Text email notifications
whenever selected events occur. You
can also create your own email format
using Custom Email Template

Using this method you can receive SMS
SMS
notifications on a Cell Phone/PDA or
(Text
Blackberry whenever selected events
Message)
occurs.
Event Log

Using this method you can log
notification to windows event log.

Using this method you can log to files
Log to File and also delete log files older than
specified days.
You can also specify any error/warning filters that you the Notification Framework to ignore. When those
errors are encountered, the Notification Framework will ignore them. In the Select Alert Code drop down
menu, you can choose from a list of alert codes to filter out. Once you have selected an alert code to filter
notifications, add the alert code to the filter list by clicking the
button.
After configuring the notification options, clicking the Next button will send the user to the Email / SMS
Options page to specify settings for sending SMTP Emails and SMS.
Email / SMS Options
The Email and SMTP settings must also be specified to receive notifications through their respected
methods. If the Notification Framework is set to only notify through the Event Log or Log to File method,
this page can be skipped.

In the SMS Settings box, you can specify multiple telephone numbers to receive notifications of events
applied by the Notification Framework. To add a telephone number to the list of text message recipients,
type in the telephone number in the Phone Number text box, select your service provider from the drop
down menu, and then click the
button. Click next when you are finished.

Once done configuring the Email / SMS Options, click the Next button to head to the Summary page to
begin the process of adding / updating the Notification Framework.
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Server Options

Server Framework
The Notification Engine allows users to connect and manage their packages' notification settings directly
from within BI xPress Server. The Notification Engine can send rich, dynamic messages through E-mail,
SMS, SQL, Text Files, Event Logs, and even Twitter.
Important Note
Before connecting to BI xPress Server's Notification Engine, users will first need at least one Event
configured within the BI xPress Server Notification Engine.

Address: The URL used to connect to Workbench Server. Click the "Test" button to confirm a
successful connection
2.
Event Name: The name of the event that BI xPress Server will send once it receives the notification
from the SSIS Package. Once the Address is populated, click the "Refresh" button to query BI xPress
Server for a list of all configured events that can be used
3.
Severity: The Severity level of the notification that will be sent to Workbench Server. All Events with
the same event name and a priority less than or equal to the listed severity will trigger once BI xPress
1.

Server receives the notification from the SSIS Package
Parameters: A detailed list of all parameters that will be sent along side the notification to BI xPress
Server. There are two types of parameters, reserved and custom parameters.
5.
Events to Notify: Events to Notify allows users the ability to specify upon which event(s) they wish to
have the Notification Engine send to BI xPress Server:
OnError: The Notification Engine will notify BI xPress Server to trigger the selected event
o
when when an error occurs
OnWarning: The Notification Engine will notify BI xPress Server to trigger the selected event
o
when when a warning occurs
OnSuccess: The Notification Engine will notify BI xPress Server to trigger the selected event
o
upon a successful execution of the SSIS Package(s)
OnComplete: The Notification Engine will notify BI xPress Server to trigger the selected event
o
once the SSIS Package(s) have completed executing
4.

6.

How soon to be notified? Species when the user wishes for the Auditing Framework to send the
notification to BI xPress Server

Once done configuring the Notification Engine Options, click the Next button to head to the Summary
page to begin the process of adding / updating the Notification Framework.
Reserved Parameters
Reserved parameters are default notification properties that are always sent alongside the notification to
BI xPress Server. Below is a list of reserved parameters along side example values:

Reserved Parameters for Notification
Engine
Parameter Name
PackageName
Status
StatusShort

Example Value
SSIS Package 1
COMPLETED W/ ERRORS
WARNING

TotalAlertCount

1932

WarningCount

5243

ErrorCount

10015

Runtime
MachineName
ExecutionAccount
WasInteractive

2 day,4 hr,8 min,16 sec
PROD-SRVR-234
CompanyDomainName\SsisPackageExecutorAc
count
True

PackageStartTime

10/12/2016 12:18:46 PM

PackageEndTime

10/12/2016 12:18:46 PM

FrameworkVersion

2016.4.4.1001
A collection of alerts (warnings and errors).
Each alert has the following properties with
example values:

Alerts
Individual Alert Parameters
Parameter Name

Example Value

AlertCode

-2147183868

AlertDescription

Warning: Could not open
global shared memory to
communicate with
performance DLL; data
flow performance
counters are not
available. To resolve, run
this package as an
administrator, or on the
system's console.

AlertTimeStamp

10/26/2016 4:47:02 PM

AlertType

WarningAlert

SourceId

{8E88893A-075B-4A4EA016-BB72FD5F9E63}

SourceName

DFT_Process_Sales

An alert's AlertType parameter can be one of the
following values:
· ErrorAlert

·
·
·

WarningAlert
TimeThresholdAlert
RowCountThresholdAlert

Custom Parameters
Additional properties that users can configure to send alongside the notification to BI xPress Server.
These custom parameters contain either a static value, or can be associated directly to a variable or
project / package parameter.
Variable Syntax
<namespace>::<variableName>

Variable Arguments
namespace - the namespace used by the variable the user wishes to send alongside the notification. By
default, SSIS provides two namespaces: User and System. However additional user-defined
namespaces can be created.
variableName - The name of the variable the user wishes to pass alongside the notificaiton.
Package Parameter Syntax
$Package::<packageParameterName>

Package Parameter Arguments
packageParameterName - The name of the package parameter the user wishes to pass alongside the
notificaiton.
Project Parameter Syntax
$Project::<projectParameterName>

Project Parameter Arguments
projectParameterName - The name of the project parameter the user wishes to pass alongside the
notificaiton.
Important Note
For Project Parameters to be passed alongside the notification to BI xPress Server, the package must
be executed within Project Deployment Model.
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Summary

Summary
The Summary page provides users with information, warnings, and errors that may occur during the
application or removal of the Notification Framework. Users can review their selection and make any
necessary changes by clicking the Back button. Once the user is content with their settings, click the
Start button to either add / update or remove the Notification Framework. Depending on how many
packages you have selected, the application of the Notification Framework could take anywhere from a
few seconds to a few minutes.

After clicking start and adding / updating or removing the Notification Framework, you will see a green
check by all the packages that had the Notification Framework successfully added / updated or removed.
If the "Close on successful completion" option is enabled, the Notification Framework add-in will close
automatically if the process completed successfully without warnings.
Otherwise, click the Finish button to close out of the Notification Framework when you are through
reviewing the Process Summary.
Important Note
The BI xPress Notification Framework may not work properly with third party SSIS components not
configured to work with event handlers.

After the Notification Framework is applied to your SSIS Packages, those packages will notify you via the
method specified when the given events occur.
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Package Builder

Package Builder
The Package Builder Wizard in BI xPress can create templates and packages and modify them based on
selected tasks.
Feature Highlights
·
Easily create and share templates of frequently used packages
·
Recreate packages in minutes
Important Note:
If you are attempting to create, modify or use a template that contains Third-Party Component(s), the
machine in which BI xPress' Package Builder is installed on will also require the Third-Party
Component(s) installed on it as well.
Additionally, Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when applying templates to SSIS packages
or modifying templates on a machine that only contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
Package Builder Wizard can help you to build time consuming SSIS patterns in few clicks. You
can launch package builder wizard 5 ways
·
Click on the Package Builder Icon in the Pragmatic Workbench.
·
Right Click in the Solution Explorer on an SSIS Package File in Visual Studio (BIDS). You can also
Select Multiple Packages.
·
Right Click in the SSIS Designer Surface in Visual Studio (BIDS).
·
Right Click in the Solution Explorer on "SSIS Packages Node" in Visual Studio (BIDS).
·
Click on the Package Builder Icon on the BI xPress toolbar.
On the main screen of the Package Builder you can select any of the six options:

Important Note
New Template (From Selection) and Modify Template (From Selection) are only enabled when you
launch Package Builder Wizard From SSIS Designer Surface. If you launch Package Builder outside the
Visual Studio using Standalone application then these both options will be disabled.
SSIS Template Browser Screen
The template browser screen is available when you are creating/modifying packages using templates or
modifying package templates.
On this screen you can:
·
Add/Remove template library.
·
Remove template.
·
Explore template folder location.
·
Edit description of template by double click on description area.
·
Assign screen shot to template by double click on picture viewer area.

Important Note
Double click on the description panel to edit description
Double click on the screen shot to browse for a new screen shot image
Add/Remove/Edit Library
You can create your own template library which can point to any folder location on your local machine or
network share.
Add Library: To add a new library click on the add library icon from the toolbar or right click the context
menu option.
Delete Library: To remove a library from the list click on the remove library icon from the toolbar or right
click the context menu option. The remove library option is only available when the library node is
highlighted in the tree view.
Edit Library: To edit the library name or location, click on the edit library icon from the toolbar or click the
context menu option. The edit library option is only available when the library node is highlighted in the tree
view.
Property Browser Screen
On this screen you can:
·
Configure default properties and values which will be prompted for replacement when you create
new SSIS package using package template. All default configurable properties listed under <Default
Configurable Properties> node.
·
Any Property listed in Property Browser can be edited by clicking on Current Value cell. Any property
which is expected to be changed will be listed in Green.
·
If you are creating a new template then you can check which properties are expected to be changed.

·

See the internal structure of packages including all objects (i.e. Tasks, Connections, Configurations,
variables, Data Flow Components, Event Handlers and Log Providers)

How to create a new template
You can create new template using two different ways:
·
Template from package.
·
Template from ControlFlow selection (Only works when you are in BIDS and SSIS designer is
active)
Create a new template from package
To create a template from existing SSIS package perform the following steps:
1.

Select a package from the solution explorer from which you want to generate template.

2.

Right Click > Select "Package Builder Wizard".

3.

On the main screen of package builder wizard you will notice that "New template from Package"
option is automatically selected.

4.

Enter a template name, select the library folder path where you want to store the template file.

5.

Optionally you can enter a description and attach a template screen shot.

6.

Click Next to select the package you want to use to create the template (One package should be
already selected if you launched the wizard from the BIDS solution explorer). On the package
selection screen you can only select one base package while creating a new template.

7.

Once the package is selected, click "Next" to review the selected objects and define
parameters/placeholders.

8.

Highlight the object and check one or more properties which you want to set next time when the
template is used to create a new package. Checking properties will mark them in green and it will also
show up in the first node "Default Configurable Properties" in the Object Explorer.

9.

Click Next and press "Start" to save the template.

Create a new template from a ControlFlow selection (Only valid when launched from SSIS
Designer)
To create a template from a ControlFlow selection perform the following steps:
1.
2.
3.

In the SSIS Package Designer highlight the objects you want to use as template.
Right Click > Select "Package Builder Wizard".
On the main screen of the package builder wizard you will notice that "New template from selection"
option is automatically selected. You will also notice that number of selected objects are listed in the
counter link. Selected objects sometimes can be more than you have selected, this indicates that you
have dependent objects (e.g. Variables, Connections). You can click on counter link to view list of all
included objects.

4.

Enter a template name, select library folder path where you want to store the template file.

5.

Optionally you can enter a description and attach a template screen shot.

6.

Click "Next" to select the package you want to use to create the template (One package should be
already selected if you launched wizard from BIDS solution explorer). On the package selection
screen you can only select one base package while creating new template.

7.

Once the package is selected click "Next" to review selected objects and define
parameters/placeholders.

8.

Highlight object and check one or more properties which you want to set next time when template is
used to create new package. Checking properties will mark them in green color and it will also show
up in the first node "Default Configurable Properties" in the Object Explorer.

9.

Click Next and press "Start" to save the template

How to create new SSIS packages using a template
To create new package using existing template perform the following steps:
1.

Right click on the "Packages" node on solution explorer.

2.

Click the "Package Builder Wizard" menu.

3.

On the main screen of the package builder wizard you will notice that "New Package from Template"
option is automatically selected.

4.

Enter the package name. By default a random name is generated for new packages you are trying to
create.

5.
6.

7.

Click "Next" to select a template.
On the Template Selection Screen, select an existing template which you want to use for package
creation.
Click "Next" to open the object explorer screen.

8.

9.

On the object explorer screen review any properties listed in green. If you do not want to click each
one individually then simply click on the first node in the object explorer (named as "Default
Configurable Properties"), this will show all configurable properties in one place.
Edit the property value column if needed for all green properties.

10.

Click Next to go to the summary screen. If you have any parameters defined for the template then
you will be prompted to enter parameter value before you can leave the screen. This screen may not
appear if you have no parameters defined.

11.

Once on the summary screen review the selection and press "Start" to create the new package.

How to modify an existing template
You can change a template after it has been created. You can change place holders, parameters, add
description, screen shots etc. To modify an existing template after it has been created perform the
following steps:
1.

Launch the "Package Builder Wizard" from BIDS or Pragmatic Workbench.

2.

On the main screen of the package builder select the "Modify Template" option to go to the template
browser screen. If this option was already selected when you launched the wizard then just click
"Next".

3.

On the template browser screen you can select the template you want to modify. Here you can edit
the description by double clicking on the description panel or edit screen shots by double clicking on
the screen shot panel. If no screen shot or description is defined then simply click the "Add
Description" or "Add Screen shot" link.

4.
5.

·
·
·
·
·

Click "Next" to open the object explorer screen.
On the object explorer screen you can perform the following modifications:
Add/Edit Parameters
Check/Uncheck properties (Check property to include as placeholders)
Edit default property value
Delete unwanted objects from the template (Right click on object name and click "Delete")
The delete option will not work for Data Flow Component but all other objects can be deleted (e.g.
Variable, Connection, Task, Configuration).

6.

Once you are done with template modifications click "Save".

7.

Add/Edit or Remove Parameters.

Create a new parameter
To create a new parameter perform the following steps:
1.

On the object explorer screen click "Add/Edit Parameters".

2.

Type the parameter name (e.g. DimTableName)

3.

Check "Auto Search Replace Property Value" option.

4.

Type a value to be searched for this parameter (e.g. Dim_Customer).

5.

6.

"Click Add Parameter". When "Auto Search Replace Property Value" option is checked you will be
prompted by how many replacements are performed for the search string and when you hit OK you
can review all properties that are automatically checked for parameter replacement.
Once you are done with template modifications click "Save"

Search and Replace values
BI xPress v3.1 introduced Search and Replace functionality for Package Builder Wizard. Using this
feature you can easily search deep down for specific strings which you want to replace by custom value
(or Parameter Name). You can launch search/replace dialog box by clicking on "Search & Replace"
toolbar option.

Editing a property value
You can edit default property values using in-line editing functionality or you can click the edit button and
open the multi-line editor. To edit any property you first have to select the object from Package Explorer. To
replace the selected text with existing parameter use the right click Parameters Context Menu. This menu
is only visible if you have parameters already defined.

Delete unwanted objects from template
After creating a template, if you want to delete any objects then you can use the Delete option. The Delete
option allows you to delete any of the following objects:
·
Variable
·
Connection
·
Event Handler
·
Task
·
Configuration
·
Log Provider
Deleting a Data Flow component is not supported. However you may delete an entire Data Flow task.

Creating a shared template library using network share:
Right now BI xPress supports file system templates only. However you can share template changes
across your team easily using any source control (e.g. VSS, SVN). Or share templates on a shared
network folder and all developers can use that path when they create a new template library:
1.

Create a new network share which all developers can access (e.g. \
\mydevserver\sharedtemplates).

2.

Launch Package Builder Wizard.

3.

Click "Modify Template" Option.

4.

On the template browser click the "Add Library" Icon in the toolbar.

5.

Specify the shared folder location where templates will be stored.

6.

Hit OK. Now any new template files/folders created under this library location by any developer will
be visible to all users.

Creating a shared template library using SVN or any other source control system:
1.
2.

Create a new folder anywhere on your disk (e.g. C\SSIS\templates).
Add template folder to SVN (each source control has different way to add folders to source control
and check-in... refer vendor help file).

3.

Launch Package Builder Wizard.

4.

Click "Modify Template" Option.

5.

On the template browser click "Add Library" in the toolbar.

6.

Specify the template folder location which you checked in to SVN.

7.

Hit OK. Now any new template files/folders created under this library will be visible to all users after
you check-in changes to the template folder (NOTE: All other developers have to get latest after you
check-in otherwise they will not see new files in their library).

8.

You can also exclude some unwanted folders (e.g. ".svn" ".vss")listed in the library by right clicking
on the library and click "Edit Library" and enter your folder exclusion list (e.g. folder1|folder2|folder3).

Built-in SSIS Templates
BI xPress comes with several predefined templates in the package builder wizard for SSIS
2005/2008/2012 packages.
Category

Template

Active Directory

Extract Users Information from ActiveDirectory (ADONET Method)

Active Directory

Extract Users Information from ActiveDirectory (Script Method - Advanced Settings
Allowed)

DataCleansing

Address parsing, cleaning and standardization to proper case (USPS Standard)

DataCleansing

Change DateFormat

DataCleansing

Replace NULL with user defined Value

DataCleansing

ProperCase - Standardize name, address, title and notes

DataCleansing

Replace alpha-numeric characters

Dataloading

Upsert Destination (Bulk update or insert records, this template requires Pragmatic

Patterns

Works Task Factory)

Dataloading
Patterns

Cross Join Example Using Merge

Advanced Email
Operations

Send HTML email, use HTML template and automatically replace variable place
holders

Email

Advanced HTML Email with Placeholders

Excel Processing

Load Data (Looping) from All Worksheet of Excel File

Excel Processing

Load Data from First Worksheet of Excel File

Excel Processing

Read data from Excel 2007 (XLSX)

Excel Processing

Write data to Excel 2007 (XLSX)

Excel Processing

Load Data from Last Worksheet of Excel File

Execute Process

Execute Process With Arguments (Return output in variable)

Execute Process

Execute Process With Arguments

File System

Copy file and rename with time-stamp

File System

Copy File

File System

Delete file

File System

Delete folder content

File System

Delete Folder

File System

Move file and rename with time-stamp

File System

Move file

File System

Move folder

Framework

Auditing and Notification Framework

Framework

Auditing Framework

Framework

Notification Framework

FTP-SFTP
Operations

Upload files using Secure FTP (SFTP, FTPS)

HTTP DownloadUpload

Download File over HTTP

Looping Various
Objects

Load multiple files and move to archive folder

Looping Various
Objects

Load multiple files and rename file with time-stamp

Looping Various
Objects

Loop Database Objects using SMO ForEachEnumerator (Execute DBCC ForEach
Table)

Looping Various
Objects

Loop Files Older than N days or Newer than N days

Looping Various
Objects

Loop Recordset and Process Each Row

Looping Various
Objects

Loop through folders and sub-folders

Looping Various
Objects

Loop through sorted files by date, size or name

Looping Various
Objects

Loop through User Defined FileList

System Information Read Any EnvironmentVariable into a variable
System Information Read ProgramFilePath into a variable
System Information Read SystemRootPath into a variable

System Information Read UserProfilePath into a variable
System Information WMI - Collect disk space information for multiple servers
XML Processing

Load XML - Data Stored As Attribute

XML Processing

Load XML - Data Stored As Element

XML Processing

Load XML - Data Stored in Multi-Level Elements

XML Processing

Load XML - Data with Inline Schema Definition

XML Processing

Looping through XML Nodes

Zip-Unzip

Unzip Compressed File

Zip-Unzip

Zip File or Folder
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Package Sorter

Package Sorter
With this option you can sort packages listed under "SSIS Packages" node in solution explorer. You can
sort packages by name, size and date modified.
Feature Highlights
·
Sorts packages alphabetically in the project
·
Makes finding packages easier in large projects
The sort packages option can be launched by right clicking on the "SSIS Packages" node in the solution
explorer and clicking the "Sort Project Items" icon
to launch the option dialog box. Hold Shift key while
clicking "Sort Project" menu item if you want to skip the option dialog box.

You can sort packages in ascending or descending order by the following attributes:
·
File Name
·
Date modified
·
File Size
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Report Mover

Report Mover
Deploying your SSRS Objects using BI xPress
After opening the reporting performance monitor, click "Report Deployment".
The Report Deployment view is segmented into two regions that display your report server structure. The
left side is considered the source, while the right is the target. In the center, the cog icon opens your
server configurations. This is where you set the URL(s) for the servers you wish to connect for
deployment.
Important Note:
Report Mover is compatible with SSRS 2008 R2 or later report servers only.

Configure your connections
1.
Click on the "Configure Servers" button to open the configurations view. Note that only 2008 and
above will deploy successfully.
2.

3.

Click "Add" to add a line for a new server. Provide it a name and the report server's URL. Then, test
the connection. This will ensure that you have the proper permissions to access the report server and
that the URL is correct. Once the connection has been validated, the Report Service endpoint will be
added to the URL (unless you typed it in earlier in this step).
Save your connections, and click "Close".

Connect and deploy
1.
Select your source and target from the drop-down above each field.
2.

3.

Select the report objects you wish to deploy from the source, and a target folder on the destination.
In the example below, the user will copy the dataset "EmpSalesMonth2008R2" to the root directory.
Click "Deploy Reports". This will bring up the following screen

On this screen, the user is presented with the items and their dependencies that were selected for
deployment. In this example, the user selected a dataset to deploy, so the data source was selected as
well. If you do not wish to deploy the dependency, deselect the box next to it.
1.

Configure your target path from the root of where you selected. If you wish to add a new folder within
the root you selected, you may do so here. Ensure that "Create Path" is enabled.

2.

Note the Items on the target that may be impacted by this deployment.

3.

Click "deploy"

Review messages

After completing the previous step, you will be directed back to the Report Deployment main view. Here,
you will see the status of your recent actions. Review them to confirm that the report items were
successfully deployed.
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Report Monitoring Console

Report Monitoring Console
The Report Monitoring Console provides users with the ability to monitor and troubleshoot their reports.
The report console displays critical performance statistics, allowing users the ability to recognize
performance issues and the overall health of their report server. Statistics such as memory usage, data
and number of rows transferred are displayed as well as programmable thresholds.
Feature Highlights
·
A high level overview of a report server
·
Displays stats such as average runtime, average processing time, number of executions, amount of
data transferred, and memory usage
·
Shows the percentage of runtime that is consumed by processing a report
Table of Contents
·
Report Averages
·
Longest Running Reports on Average
·
Frequent Reports
·
Active Users

Important Note:
Reporting Monitor Console is compatible with SSRS 2008 or later databases only.

After launching the Reporting plug-in for the first time, connection information for the SSRS database will
need to be configured. Click the database connector icon located within the toolbar to launch the
Reporting Database Connector.

Provide valid connection information and click connect.

Report Averages

The Report Averages panel displays the status of all executing reports present within your Reporting
Services instance. The number of reports displayed can be adjusted using the dropdown menu in the
header and can be expanded by clicking the maximize report button ( ).
Column Na
me
Report
Name

Description
The name of the report as defined in by the filename
found on the reporting instance.

Last Report Indicates the status of the most recent execution.

Status
No. of
The number of times this report has executed, either
Executions successfully or unsuccessfully.
Avg.
Runtime

The average runtime of the report for all available
executions.

Avg. Data
Retrieval
Time

The average amount of time it took for the reporting
server to retrieve data from the report specified data
sources.

The average amount of time it took for the reporting
Avg.
server to calculated and process the data retrieved
Processing from the data sources. Also, the amount of time it took
Time
to execute any formulas or expressions will be included
in this value.
Avg.
The average amount of time it took for the reporting
Rendering server to draw the report including graphics, images,
Time
text, and charts for all executions available.
Avg. Data

The average size of all data that was transferred to the
reporting server for all available executions.

Avg. Rows

The average number of rows that were retrieved by the
reporting server for all available executions.

Avg. Max
Memory

The average value of the maximum memory
consumption required by each report during execution.

Longest Running Reports on Average

The Longest Running Reports on Average panel allows users the ability to easily determine which reports
have been executing the longest and pinpoint bottlenecks within the Reporting Services instances. The
number of reports displayed can be adjusted using the dropdown menu in the header and can be
expanded by clicking the maximize report button ( ).
Frequent Reports

The Frequent Reports panel allows users to easily determine which reports are executing the most often.
Reports that execute more than expected can cause the entire Reporting Services instance to run slow

down, leading to performance and scalability issues. The number of reports displayed can be adjusted
using the dropdown menu within the header of the Report Averages panel and can be expanded by
clicking the maximize report button ( ).
Active Users

The Active Users panel details a list of all users that have connected to the report server as well as the
number of times the user has executed reports. The number of users can be adjusted using the
dropdown menu in the header and can be expanded by clicking the maximize report button ( ).
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Snippet

Snippet Wizard
Snippet Wizard is a tool that allows BI developers to insert pre-built and tested functionality into their SSIS
packages. Users can insert a task or many tasks that are included with BI xPress or they can build their
own for reuse in other SSIS packages. Some of the included tasks (snippets) that come with BI xPress
are email, HTTP download, Windows registry access, XML, file compression, and much more.
Feature Highlights
·
Use templates to quickly add script tasks to a package control flow
·
Standardize scripting among teams of developers by sharing scripts
Important Note:
Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when applying Snippets to SSIS packages on a machine
that only contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
How to launch SSIS Snippet Wizard
You can launch snippet wizard 2 ways:
·
Right click in the control flow and click "Add Snippet" menu item when SSIS package is open in
Visual studio
·
Launch from the Pragmatic Workbench

Walkthrough:
1. On the first screen of the Snippet Wizard you must select the location and package. If using SSDT or
BIDS, the package is already selected and can skip to the next step. After selecting the package, click
next.
Important Note
The Snippet Wizard can only operate on one SSIS package at a time and a warning will be issued if
more than one package is selected.

2. On the next screen of the Snippet Wizard, select the snippet optionally filtering by scripting language
(VB.NET or C#). You can also change the snippet library location if you prefer to store snippets anywhere
other than the default location (e.g. <Program Files>\Pragmatic Works\BI xPress\SSIS Snippets).

Parameter Selection Screen
3. After clicking next, you will see parameters for the snippet. If there is no parameter then you can skip
this screen by clicking next again. On the Snippet Parameter screen you will see input/output parameters.
You can check or uncheck parameters which you do not need.

Parameter values can be bound to any of the following type:
·
Variable
·
Constant
·
Connection
·
Connection Property

If you want to read/write parameter value from a variable then choose variable type from the "Parameter
Type" drop down menu. If variable is not found in the package then you can create it by clicking "Create
Variable". You can also create all missing variables at once by clicking "Next" which prompts the create
variable screen.

Snippet File Editor
You can edit existing snippets by double clicking snippet on the Snippet Browser screen or click on "Edit
File" option in the right click menu or toolbar.
On the Snippet Editor Dialog box you can define the following items on the snippet editor form:
·
Snippet general properties
·
Snippet Parameters
·
Source code (VB.net/C#)

Snippet File Specification
Parent
Element
Element

< Snippet >

< Snippet >

Attributes
Name

Name of the snippet (Optional). If this is blank then file
name will be used.

Author

Author of snippet

Type

When snippet was modified

CreatedOn

Snippet creation date

Description

Snippet description (For multi-line description use the
LongDescription property. See below)
If you need long description with HTML tags use this
property (see example below)
<Property Name="LongDesc"><![CDATA[Read
various file properties (e.g. file size, directory name,
attributes)]]></Property>

< Property
Name =
"LongDesc"
>

< Task >

Snippet type (Allowed values: ControlFlow)

ModifiedOn

Store version history of the snippet (see example
below)

< Property
Name =
< Snippet >
"VersionHisto
ry" >
< Snippet >

Description

<Property Name="VersionHistory"><![CDATA[version1 : Initial release]]></Property>
Name

Default name of task. If another task with same name
exists then unique name will be generated by adding
counter at the end (e.g. MyTask1, Mytask2 ...)

Type

Type of task (Allowed values: ScriptTask)

Example:
<AssemblyReference>Microsoft
®.SQLServer.ManagedDTS</AssemblyReference>

< Task Type
=
< Assembly
"ScriptTask"
>
>

-- Or -<AssemblyReference>Microsoft
®.SQLServer.ManagedDTS, Version=9.0.242.0,
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=89845dcd8080cc91,
processorArchitecture=MSIL</AssemblyReference>
Name

Property Name

Value
Category

Not implemented

Direction

Direction of parameter (Allowed values: Input, Output)

IsOptional

If parameter is not option then you cannot set Enabled
to False. When IsOptional is True then any
CodeSection with matching parameter name will
skipped in code generation when parameter is not
Enabled.

Enabled
Description
DataType
BindingType

This attribute will indicate whether any code section
marked with parameter name should be included or
excluded.
Description of parameter (will be displayed in the
parameter selection grid)
Any valid SSIS Datatype for variable (e.g.
System.Int32, System.String ...)
Parameter type (Allowed values: Constant, Variable,
Connection, ConnectionProperty)

If this attributes is false then you cannot leave
AllowBlank
< Task Type
parameter value blank when it is enabled.
=
< Parameter
Allowed type which you can select as BindingType.
"ScriptTask"
>
AllowedBindingTyp Use vertical bar {|} to separate multiple values
>
es
(Allowed values: Constant, Variable, Connection,
ConnectionProperty)
This attribute represents what object name should be
used for selected BindingType. (e.g. When
BindingType=Variable then BoundObjectName
BoundObjectName represents VariableName, When
BindingType=Connection then BoundedObjectname
represents ConnectionManager Name). This attribute
is ignored when BindingType=Constant
Allowed connection manager types when
BidningType=Connection or ConnectionProperty. Use
AllowedConnection vertical bar {|} to separate multiple values (Allowed
Types
values: any valid connection manager (see
creationname property of connection manager)... e.g.
FLATFILE, FILE, OLEDB)
LookupValues

If parameter need to be a drop-down menu then
specify valid list of values separated by vertical bar {|}.

LookupValueSap

This is optional but if you want LookupValues
separated by other than vertical bar then specify new
separator here.

ValidationType

You can specify any of the following validation type for

parameter. When you enable validation parameter
value will be validated automatically based on
specified validation rule.
Validation Type

Description

None (Default)

No validation

Equal

Parameter value must be
equal to value defined by
ValidationValue1 attribute

NotEqual

Parameter value must not be
equal to value defined by
ValidationValue1 attribute

Between

Parameter value must be
between values defined by
ValidationValue1 and
ValidationValue2 attributes

NotBetween

Parameter value must not be
between values defined by
ValidationValue1 and
ValidationValue2 attributes

GreaterThan

Parameter value must be
greater than value defined by
ValidationValue1 attribute

LessThan

Parameter value must be
less than value defined by
ValidationValue1 attribute

StartsWith

Parameter value must start
with value defined by
ValidationValue1 attribute

EndsWith

Parameter value must end
with value defined by
ValidationValue1 attribute

Contains

Parameter value must
contain substring defined by
value of ValidationValue1
attribute

NotContains

Parameter value must not
contain substring defined by
value of ValidationValue1
attribute
Parameter value must match
with string pattern defined by
value of ValidationValue1
attribute.

Like

http://msdn.Microsoft
®.com/enus/library/swf8kaxw(VS.80).a
spx
Examples:
Office*: Value must start with
Office word
[A-C][0-5]*: Value must start
with first character between A

to C and Second character 0
to 5.

PasswordChar

NotLike

Parameter value must not
match with string pattern
defined by value of
ValidationValue1 attribute.

RegX

For more complex string
pattern validation you can use
regular expression validation.
Define regular expression in
ValidationValue1 attribute.

If your parameter represents sensitive information and
you donʼt want to show in clear text in the user
interface then use this attribute. Default password
character is "*"

ValidationErrorMes Custom error message which is displayed when
sage
parameter validation fails
ValidationValue1

ValidationType attribute refers this value when
parameter value is compared against single value
(e.g. Equal, NotEqual, Like, NotLike)

ValidationValue2

ValidationType attribute refers this value when
parameter value is compared against multiple values
(e.g. Between, NotBetween)
When you need to define parameter as a constant
which may have several lines of input string (e.g.
EmailBody parameter) then you can create string
constant with StringBuilder for better performance and
readability by setting EnableMultiLineSupport=True.
The following example shows how your place holder
will be replaced with Proper string Builder Code.
Snippet Code
Dim SB_Body As New System.Text.StringBuilder
<@Body>

EnableMultiLineSu
Code After Parameter Replacement
pport
Dim SB_Body As New System.Text.StringBuilder
SB_Body.AppendLine("Hello World Line1")
SB_Body.AppendLine("Hello World Line2")
SB_Body.AppendLine("Hello World Line3")
SendMail(SB_Body.ToString())
Important Note
String Builder Variable name must be named as:
SB_{{ParameterName}}
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SSIS Catalog Import

SSIS Catalog Import
The SSIS catalog import tool will enable users to import native performance and execution data from a
2012 SSIS catalog to the BI xPress auditing database. This will make it possible for users to view
execution data for packages that do not have the auditing framework.
Feature Highlights
·
View native performance data from an SSIS Catalog in the BI xPress monitoring reports
Important Note
This feature only works with SSIS 2012 and above
Importing Catalogs
1.
To start importing, open the SSIS Catalog Import from the Pragmatic workbench.
2.

On the first page you will be prompted to specify the BI xPress database you wish to import into to.

3.

Clicking on the prompt will open up the Connect to Database window.

4.

After adding the BI xPress database, you will need to add your SSIS Catalog by clicking Add SSIS
Catalog from the top menu. Once set up you will be able to view your information in the BI xPress
Monitoring Console.
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SSIS Unit Test

SSIS Unit Testing
(Deprecated)

Important Note:
As of the 2018.2 release, SSIS Unit Testing will be deprecated and no longer supported.
In future releases, the SSIS Unit Testing feature may be excluded entirely and users should use
LegiTest for their SSIS testing.
Unit testing allows developers, users, and package lifecycle administrators to ensure that a package is
performing exactly what the developer implemented and handling unexpected circumstances with
predefined behavior. Unit testing allows specified inputs to be used as "source" data and evaluates the
task output with expected task output thereby ensuring the package behaves correctly.
Feature Highlights
·
Ensure package and / or task(s) execute as expected
·
Allow user to specify the scope of each unit test and it's expected output, if any
·
Show the results of the Unit Test within SSDT
Important Note:
The SSIS Unit Testing feature only supports SSIS versions 2005, 2008, 2008 R2, 2012 and 2014.
For users wishing to create tests using SSIS 2016, use LegiTest, instead.
Additionally, Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be used when running SSIS Unit Test Suites on a
machine that only contains SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.
Table of Contents
·
Workbench
Important Note:
If you are attempting to run a unit tests against SSIS Package(s) that contain Third-Party
Component(s), the machine in which BI xPress' SSIS UNit Testing is installed on will also require the
Third-Party Component(s) installed on it as well.
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Workbench

Workbench
(Deprecated)

Important Note:
As of the 2018.2 release, SSIS Unit Testing will be deprecated and no longer supported.
In future releases, the SSIS Unit Testing feature may be excluded entirely and users should use
LegiTest for their SSIS testing.
Starting the Unit Test
After clicking on the SSIS Unit test icon you will be greeted with the welcome page. From here click the
Add New Test Suite Icon in the top left.

Packages
List and manage your package references.
Connections
Lists and manage your connection references.
Datasets
List and manage your datasets.
Test Suite Setup/Teardown

Manage the commands that will run at the start and completion of the Test Suite (before all unit tests and
after they complete).
Unit Test Setup/Teardown
Manage the commands that will run at the start and completion of each Unit Test. Enter your commands
here if you have a set of commands you wish to run for each Unit Test to avoid having to create them
inside the individual Unit Tests.
Unit Tests
Manage your Unit Tests. Add package/connection references, create setups and teardowns that will run
on the individual test, and create/manage your assertions.
Test Results
Displays the results from the last test run, including which unit test was run, what the result was, and a
time stamp of when the test was run. Your Connection References provide valid connection strings for
your Test Suite. These connections can be added from Package References already added to the Test
Suite, or entered manually.
From Package Reference
Click the "Refresh" button to load the package reference. The available connections from the
project/package will be loaded in the drop down menu. Simply select the connection(s) you want to add to
the Test Suite and click "Add Connection".

Manually
Select your provider from the drop down list.

Add a name for the connection and the connection string, and click "Add Connection." Your connection
reference will now be available throughout the Test Suite.
Packages available to be tested
In this node, you create paths to the SSIS package(s) to be tested within your test suite. You can select
your package from the file system, SQL Server, IS Catalog, Package Store, or from a 2012 compiled
project*.
* If your packages use the Project Deployment Model, and contain project parameters and connections,
you should choose the Compiled Project option.

Once you browse to your desired SSIS package, click "Add Package" to add it to the list of available
package references.

This package is now available for use in your Unit Tests, and the connections in the package are available
to be added to the Test Suite as Connection References.
Datasets are a way to compare two sets of data to each other
These are useful in your Unit Test Assertions, to ensure that data has been successfully added to a table,
or to assert that two queries return the same results.
To begin, click "Add new Dataset."

Next, fill in the fields for Dataset Name, select your connection from the list of available Test Suite
connections, and enter a valid query to test.

Datasets default to Live Query, which means that the dataset will execute the SQL Statement each time
the Unit Test is run. You may also select "Cached" mode, which will allow you to execute the query once,
save the results, and compare those results to other Datasets.

You must have both an expected Dataset and an actual Dataset, so at least two Datasets must be
created.
How to test
After setting up your package references, connection references, and datasets (if necessary), it's time to
create your Unit Test and test your package.
Create a new Unit Test
Give it a meaningful name, select the package reference to use, and choose what component to test. You
may test the package in its entirety, or test only an individual Control Flow component.

Set the expected result of the test
If the component is expected to succeed or fail, choose that value here.

Add your Setups and Teardowns if needed, then specify an Assertion
Your assertions will need a name, expected result, and a command. In the example below, we are using a
T-SQL Command to ensure that the result of the query matches our expected result of '6'.

Next, we run the tests
This can be done one of three ways: You can run an individual test, all of the unit tests without the Test
Suite setups/teardowns, or run the Test Suite, which will execute all setups, teardowns, and unit tests.
The results are then displayed in the Test Results node. You can review them to plan a strategy for
correcting any failed tests and export the results to HTML or CSV file for reference.
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Visual Studio Integration

Visual Studio Integration
BI xPress offers an add-in for Visual Studio that makes all of its features readily available in the
development environment. It is also customizable to suit your needs.
Table of Contents
·
Tools
·
Variable Toolbar Extension
The BI xPress BIDS Integration Options can be set by clicking the BIDS Integration Option icon in the
toolbar or BI xPress top menu. In the Add-in Settings tab, you can enable and disable any of the features
of BI xPress.

In the Profile tab, you can create, delete, or specify which profile to use. You can also specify the profile
path.

In the Version Check tab of the BIDS Integration Options, you can see if you have the latest version of BI
xPress, as well as download the latest updates for BI xPress.
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Tools

Tools
How to enable/disable the BIDS/SSDT add-ins
By default BIDS integration is enabled when you install BI xPress. If BI xPress add-in is not loaded then
perform the following steps:
1.

Click Tools -> Add-in Manager menu

2.

Check “BI xPress BIDS Integration” and also check “Startup” to load add-in

Accessing various options of BI xPress
After installing BI xPress when you open BIDS you will notice a couple of new menu items depending
where you click. BI xPress installs the following items in the BIDS so you can easily access BI xPress
options:
·
Main menu bar
·
Variable window extension
·
Solution context menu
·
Project context menu
·
Project item context menu
·
SSIS Designer context menu
·
Expression window (By default it is attached with Error List at the bottom)
Main menu bar
After installing BI xPress and launching BIDS, you will notice "BI xPress" menu in the main menu bar.
1.

Important Note
The number of icons may vary depending which version you are running and what options are enabled.
Variable Window Extension
After installing BI xPress you will also notice 2 new buttons on the variable window.
2.

Solution context menu
Each solution node has a context menu.
3.

Project context menu
SSIS Project right click displays the following options.
4.

Project item context menu
Depending on what items you clicked you will see different context menus in the solution explorer. For
example under SSIS Project node if you click on "SSIS Packages" folder node you will see the following
options.
5.

6.

If you click on the package item node then you will see the following options

SSIS Designer context menu
Certain options are also available from the package designer context menu. Right click inside a blank area
of the package designer surface and you will see the following options.
7.

Expression window
Expression window is by default visible at the bottom but depending on your window arrangement it may
not be visible, in that case just click on "Expression List" option under "BI xPress" menu.
8.

BI xPress commands
Options
The BI xPress BIDS Integration Options command allows you to enable and disable the features used in
BI xPress, view and/or edit profile information, and check for updated versions of the software.
BI xPress Help
The BI xPress Help tool-tip will open the BI xPress help documentation.
MDX Calculation Builder
This feature allows you create complex MDX Calculations in just a few clicks from several available MDX
templates. This option is available when you are in SSAS Cube Designer and the Calculations tab is
active.
Add/Update and Remove Auditing Framework
The Add/Update and Remove Auditing Framework command will open the Auditing Framework Wizard.
The Auditing Framework Wizard will allow you to add, remove, or edit the auditing framework for each of
the packages in the solution you are currently working in. You can specify Auditing Database Connection
Information, generate Configuration Files for the packages, and specify logging options.
SSIS Monitoring Console
The SSIS Monitoring Console allows you to monitor current or past SSIS executions. You can use control
flow diagrams to see package execution visually just like BIDS while you debug packages. You can also
view pre-defined reports that will display extraction and load details/trends, recent executions, any
packages that may be currently running, package execution trends, execution dashboards, and execution
alerts. The data in the reports can be filtered in a variety of way including by date, package, machine,
execution account, and execution mode.
Add/Remove Notification Framework
The Add/Update and Remove Notification Framework command will open the Notification Framework
Wizard. The Notification Framework Wizard will allow you to create notification event handlers on events
such as OnError, OnWarning, OnSuccess, and OnComplete for any of the packages in the current
solution. You can also choose to be notified on your mobile device by specifying a phone number and
service provider.
Add Snippet

The Add Snippet command will open the Snippet Wizard. The Snippet Wizard will allow you to add script
code (VB.net/C#) from the reusable code library.
Deploy SSIS Package
The Deploy SSIS Package command will launch the Package Deployment wizard. The Package
Deployment Wizard will allow you to quickly and easily deploy any of the packages in the current solution.
Quick Deploy SSIS Package
The Quick Deploy SSIS Package command allows you to deploy selected packages in one click using
predefined target location selection. Unlike other wizards this wizard runs in a separate thread so you can
work with BIDS while deployment is in progress.
Package Builder
Package builder option helps you build packages quickly from existing templates. There are 6 different
options on the package builder wizard screen. You can create/modify templates or packages using this
option.
Secure Configurations
Using this option you can create secure configurations and add/edit configuration values easily in few
clicks for one or multiple packages. You can also generate multiple shared configurations for selected
connections and adjust naming convention using the smart rename feature.
Expression List and Expression Editor
The Expression List add-in lists all objects with expressions along with object name, property name and
expression. You can edit each expression by clicking edit link. BI xPress has a custom expression editor
which has all the features from standard expression editor and reusable expression snippet library (more
than 25 snippets provided).
Variable Edit
Variable Edit add-in opens Value Expression. If a variable is set to EvaluateAsExpression then the BI
xPress expression editor is displayed. With the value editor you can easily edit multiple line text which is
not easily possible with standard BIDS functionality.
Variable Copy/Move to New Scope
Variable copy/move feature allows to copy variables from one scope to another within the same or other
packages with a single click.
Expression Manager
Using this option you can add/edit user defined expressions. User defined expressions are listed under
the "Snippets->My Expressions" node in the expression editor.
Variable Dependency Scanner/Find Unused Variables
Variable Dependency Scanner is a SSIS Variable Toolbar Extension. Using this feature you can perform
the following items:
· Find unused variables
· Rename or Delete Unused variables
· Find dependent object for selected variables. BI xPress Dependency Scanner can find usage of
selected variables inside tasks, variables, connections, configurations, Data Flow components, event
handlers etc.
· Scan selected variables or scan all variables including System Variables
Sort Packages
With this option you can sort packages listed under the "SSIS Packages" node in solution explorer. You
can sort packages by name, size and date modified.
Compile Script Tasks/Components
This command generates compiled code for all script tasks and script components (inside Data Flow) for

single or all packages of your SSIS Project.
Config Edit
Using this option you can easily edit XML or SQL Configurations.
Important Note
The Auditing, Notification Frameworks and Deployment Wizard can be applied to individual packages,
project level or at the solution level by right-clicking on the package, project or solution node in the BIDS
Solution Explorer. You can also select multiple packages and launch the wizard.
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Variables Toolbar Extension

Variable Toolbar Extension
Toolbar Features
BI xPress Variable toolbar extension has 4 unique features. If you don't see the variables toolbar extension
buttons even though BI xPress add-in is loaded, then just click on variable name once and it will appear.

When you launch variable copy/move dialog box it automatically checks items based on selected
variables in the BIDS Variables Grid.
Variable Copy / Move
To copy or move variables click on "Move/Copy Variables" icon
Variable Copy/Move dialog box.

(Found on the variable toolbar) to

Important Note:
Variable Copy / Move has been deprecated within Visual Studio 2015 and above.
New Value/Expression Editor
If you have ever tried to assign multi-lines text to variable then you know it is not easy to do in BIDS. With
this version you can do it with "Single click.
Click on "Edit Variable" icon (Found on the variable toolbar) to launch value editor. Check "Evaluate As
Expression" option to switch to expression mode to show the expression editor.

Expression Manager
Expression manager button launches a new dialog box where you can view and organize SSIS
expressions.

Variable and Parameter Dependency Scanner
Variable and Parameter Dependency Scanner find places within the current package where variables and
parameters are used. Variables and parameters can be used in control flow, Data Flow or anywhere
inside event handler. Variable and Parameter Dependency Scanner finds variable usage in the following
location.
·
Package
·
Tasks
·
Connections
·
Log Providers

·
·
·
·
·

Configurations
Event Handlers
Precedence constraints
Variables
Most Data Flow Components

Using this feature you can also detect unused variables. When you click this option you can select "scan
only selected variables" or" all variables" as below.

You can rename or delete unused variables and package parameters with a single click. Click on Rename
Unused to rename all checked variables or parameters under the "Unused Variables and Parameters"
node. Click on Delete Unused to delete all checked variables or package parameters under the "Unused
Variables and Parameters" node. Unused project parameters will not be renamed or deleted.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Frequently Asked Questions
Pragmatic Workbench Frequently Asked Questions
·
Common Activation Warnings with Pragmatic Workbench
·
How do I activate or upgrade my installation of Pragmatic Workbench?
·
How do I deactivate my installation of Pragmatic Workbench?
·
Why do my icons have a lock in the upper left hand corner?
BI xPress Frequently Asked Questions
·
How do I performance optimize my N-Tier SSIS Packages for use with the Auditing Framework?
·
Installing the BI xPress database to an AlwaysOn High Availability Group
·
What are the BI xPress trial limitations?
·
What are the required permissions needed by BI xPress Users?
·
What are the system requirements for BI xPress to work properly?
·
What features are available for each of the providers?
·
Which features are deprecated?
·
Why is a provider not showing up within the Source Type drop down menu?
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Common Activation Warnings

Common Activation Warnings
This warning is due to license already being activated:

To resolve this, follow the steps below:
1.

Go to your account management located at http://www.pragmaticworks.com

2.

Select the "My Account"

3.

Log In and select the Registered Products Tab

4.

Expand the arrow next to the product you are trying to register and it will list all the following
information, here you will identify the environment identifier and key you would like to deactivate.

5.

After looking at this information you find that you can deactivate a license, you can go through the
help page of the Workbench. If that user is no longer with the organization, you can contact Pragmatic
Works Support via email with the Environment Identifier and Environment Key.
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Activating Pragmatic Workbench

How do I activate or update my installation of Pragmatic Workbench?
Product activation occur within the Pragmatic Workbench help tab. This tab manages licensing and
version information. It also provides you with quick access to view local help documentation.
1.

To activate any Workbench product, within workbench, navigate to the help page

2.

For the product you wish to activate, select "Register" or "Modify"

3.

This will launch the Licensing window. There are two ways to activate your product: automatic and
manual activation.

4.

o

Automatic Activation: Click "Use an activation key" if you have have an activation key and
access to the internet

o

Manual Activation: Click "Activate manually without Internet connection" if you need help from
the Pragmatic Works' Support staff or do not have access to the internet.

Automatic Activation
If you select "Use an activation key", paste or type the activation key within the provided text box. If its
format is valid, a green check will appear. Click "Activate".

5.

6.

Manual Activation
If you clicked "Activate manually without Internet connection", click the "Copy Details to Clipboard"
button.
Paste the copied information within an e-mail addressed to support@pragmaticworks.com.

7.

8.

A Pragmatic Works Support representative will provide you with a manual key. Paste the manual key
within the provided text box and then click "Activate".
Upon activating, the licensing window displays a list of all currently activated products

Important Note
Upgrading or downgrading your installation is easy. When you get a new key for a different version of the
product, follow the steps above.
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Deactivating Pragmatic Workbench

How do I deactivate my installation of Pragmatic Workbench?
Product deactivation occur within the Pragmatic Workbench help tab. This tab manages licensing and
version information. It also provides you with quick access to view local help documentation.
The licenses for Pragmatic Workbench are per machine. If another machine needs to run Workbench,
then the second machine will also need a license. Alternatively, users can move the license from the old
machine to the new machine. Moving a license requires the user to deactivate the license on the old
machine and then reactivating it on the new machine.
1.

2.

To deactivate any Workbench product, within workbench, navigate to the help page.

Before proceeding, you may wish to copy the activation key. This is helpful when moving the license
from one machine to another. To copy an activation key, click the activation key you wish to copy.

3.

Click the "Deactivate" button for the product you wish to deactivate.

4.

A deactivation window will prompt you for confirmation. If you wish to deactivate, click "Yes".
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Locks on Icons

Why do my icons have a lock in the upper left hand corner?
If your product is displaying a lock on the upper left hand corner of any of your feature's icons, you need to
purchase an activation of that product. You can do so by visiting www.pragmaticworks.com. If you already
have purchased an activation please see Activating or upgrading your installation for help. You will
generally see this after your trial period has ended and you have yet to activate your product.
As seen here, the icons have locks and are also grayed out.
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Path Language

Understanding the Workbench Path Language
The Workbench Path Language is a special path language, similar to XPath, that is used throughout
Pragmatic Workbench to dynamically select specific objects. Though the syntax described below remains
the same, the path language has different purposes depending on the feature that it is currently being
used for. The path grammar outlined here is used within the following products and features:

·
·

·

BI xPress
User Defined Best Practices: Used to evaluate rules. When the Path Language returns a
o
valid that matches the evaluated path, then the rule is in violation
DOC xPress
Custom Templates: Used throughout DOC xPress' document generation templates to
o
control the Structure Maps and Templates
Metadata Viewer: Used to navigate the metadata for a DOC xPress Snapshot
o
Data Dictionary: Used to match custom category items to specific metadata object types
o
within a DOC xPress Snapshot
DOC xPress Server
Custom Templates: Used throughout DOC xPress Server's document generation templates
o
to control the Structure Maps and Templates

Table of Contents
·
Path Elements
·
Separators
·
Conditionals
Simple Conditionals
o
Related Path Conditionals
o
Negating Conditionals
o
Combining Conditionals
o

Introduction
Paths are composed of repeating groups of separators and path elements. Additionally, separators at the
beginning or end of a path have special meaning. The general form is as follows:
Path: [<initial separator>] [ (<element> <separator>) .. n] <element> [<trailing separator>]
Separator: /, //, ^
Element: (., .., *, <object name>) [ conditional ]
Important Note:
When working with Path Grammar, the initial starting point, or scope, is exceptionally important when
build a valid path.
Using this example tree we can see how we may navigate to certain areas using the path's navigation
elements:

If we are starting at A, then to get to C the path would be:
B/C

If we are starting at A, then to get to G the path would be:
E/F/G

However, users may wish to get the set of all X nodes present within the whole tree, in which case the
path would be:
//X

Or, users may wish to get all X nodes that are a descendant of B, in which case the path would be:
B//X

The importance of the initial and trailing separators can be demonstrated by considering the same tree,
and starting at point D.
If we wanted to get to C, we could use one of the following paths:
../C

/B/C

Note that the single slash at the start of the path means ‘start from the rootʼ, which in the case of the
above tree, is A. This is also the meaning when starting with the double slash. So, starting from point D
again, to get all X nodes we can use the notation:
//X

Trailing separators allow us to look at get all children. In order to get all children of node B from any point in

the tree, we could use:
/B/

Alternatively, to get all descendants of B, we could use:
/B//
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Elements

Path Elements
Path elements, in their simplest form, are object names. However, there are also ‘special meaningʼ path
elements which allow us to navigate through the tree:
The '.' can be used to explicitly state that a path starts from the current point. For example, you might
want to navigate to B then C – so you could use B/C or ./B/C. The single dot notation is never required,
but can help in giving context.
.

The '..' is used to navigate to the parent of a node.
..

The '*' is used to accept any node name as a match. So, for example, in our test tree (as shown in the
introduction topic), we could get to the X nodes that are descendants of B by using the path /B/*/X
*
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Separators

Path Separators
Separators have special meanings and are used to help navigate to an element in the Path's expression.
The '/' separates path elements in order to navigate to the series of immediate children.
/

The '//' navigates to the series of immediate children and all descendants.
//

The '^' navigates to the series of all ancestor objects.
^
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Conditionals

Conditionals
Table of Contents
·
Simple Conditionals
·
Related Path Conditionals
·
Negating Conditionals
·
Combining Conditionals
Conditionals add an extra element to path syntax. In their simplest form, they allow returning of nodes
based on a given property value. However, they can also be used to check for the existence of related
nodes.
A conditional is specified within square brackets after a path element.
So, a simple example might be returning all nodes that are a child of B that has the property named ‘Testʼ
equals ‘123ʼ:
/B/*[@Test==”123”]
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Simple Conditionals

Simple conditionals
Simple conditionals take one of the following forms:

·
·

[<matchable> <operator> <value>]
[<matchable>.contains(<value>)]

Matchable is one of the following:

·
·
·
·
·
·

@Test – the value of the property with the key ‘Testʼ
@Test.value() – the value of the property with the key ‘Testʼ
@Test.type() – the type of the property with the key ‘Testʼ
@Test.name() – the name of the property with the key ‘Testʼ
name() – the name of the current object
type() – the type of the current object

Operator is one of the following:

·
·
·

== - returns a match if the matchable is the same as value.
!= - returns a match if the matchable is not the same as value.
-> - returns a match if the matchable is matched by the regular expression pattern specified by
value.

Note that the == and != operators are case sensitive. The -> and .contains() operators are case
insensitive.
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Related Path Conditionals

Related path conditionals
Related path conditionals take the form:

[<path>]

Path is a path that can be found from the current object, and can contain the full array of path syntax
allowed, including conditionals. So, a simple path conditional might be (referring to the test tree in the
introduction topic) used to find all nodes that have a child node called X:

//*[./X]

Or, we might want to find all nodes that have a child node called X where that X node also has a property
with a key ‘Testʼ and a value ‘123ʼ:

//*[./X[@Test==”123”]]
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Negating Conditionals

Negating conditionals
We may wish to negate a condition to retrieve the opposite. For any conditional in the form:

[<conditional>]

Its negation would be:

[!(<conditional>)]

So, referring to the test tree in the introduction topic, we might want to find all nodes that do not have a
child node called X. The path for this would be:

//*[!(./X)]
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Combining Conditionals

Combining conditionals
If we want to combine conditionals we can create a new single conditional in the form:

(<conditional>) <operator> (<conditional>)

The operator can be either && in order to require that both conditionals match, or || in order to require that
at least one of the conditionals match. We can then combine these conditionals again. For example, if we
wanted to find any objects that had a property called Test that was equal to ‘1ʼ or ‘2ʼ and a property called
OtherTest that was equal to ‘3ʼ, we could use the following path:

//*[((@Test==”1”) || (@Test==”2”)) && (@OtherTest==”3”)]
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Parent-Child Auditing Framework Performance

How do I performance optimize my N-Tier SSIS Packages for use with the
Auditing Framework?
When applying the Auditing Framework to packages that are a part of a Parent-Child relationship
(meaning one package uses an Execute Package task to execute the other package), you may notice a
slight decrease in performance. This becomes even more noticeable when using an N-Tier pattern for
SSIS Packages (Master-Child0-Child1-...-ChildN) where all tiers contain the Auditing Framework. This
behavior is due to the way the SSIS Runtime handles events and the way they bubble up to their
respected parent package(s).
Another issue that the SSIS Runtime has is that as events are bubbled up the chain, each parent will copy
the event and adds it to the list of events that will be bubbled up. This causes an exponential increase in
the number of events needing to be handled. For example, a single event at the lowest level will generate
eight events at the "Master" level when executing with four levels.

Workaround
How to design your parent package(s) for optimum performance when using the Auditing Framework
1.

Before applying or re-applying the Auditing Framework, wrap each Execute Package task inside of a
Sequence Container

2.

For each Execute Package Task, go to the task's Event Handlers tab (not the Package Level Event
Handlers) and create an empty event handler for OnPreExecute, OnPostExecute, OnWarning, and
OnVariableValueChanged.
Important Note:
You can also elect to create an empty event handler for the OnError event if the user does not wish
for the Parent Package(s) to be notified of an error within the child package.

3.

Within each of the empty Execute Package Task's event handlers that were just created in step 2,
set the System::Propagate variable to False. This will prevent the event from being broadcast to all
parents and logging the event as if the parent package actually generated the event.

4.

Save the packages as well as the project, if applicable.

5.

Apply the Auditing Framework normally to each package.

Advantages
The advantage of this approach is that each package will log exactly what it generates and does not
include any Auditing Framework details that belong to one of its child packages. This will also let the user
see all the details within the Monitoring Console, even if the package(s) were executed as a subset of the
entire chain of packages.

Disadvantages
The disadvantage of this approach is that because System::Propagate is set to False, we are "hiding" the
events of each Execute Package Tasks. This will prevent the Monitoring Console from being able to view
the Execute Package Task start and end time and will display them as though they were not executed at
all. That being said, the Sequence Container will display its status normally. This is a small price to pay for

an exponential increase in package performance.
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AlwaysOn Availability Group Considerations

Considerations Before Installing to an AlwaysOn Availability Group
When a user wishes to install the BI xPress database to an AlwaysOn Availability Group as an availability
database, certain considerations should be made.
Important Note:
This isn't intended to be a guide for configuring an AlwaysOn Availability Group. This guide is assuming
that an AlwaysOn Availability Group has already been properly configured and the user wishes to add
the BI xPress database to an existing availability group as an availability database.
Client Installation
Unlike Workbench Server, Pragmatic Workbench does not require any additional setup instructions before
beginning the process of configuring Pragmatic Workbench's databases to work within an AlwaysOn
Availability Group.
Once Pragmatic Workbench installation has been completed, creation of the BI xPress databases can be
done through the Pragmatic Workbench UI. When creating the BI xPress database, ensure that the
databases are configured so that its server settings are set to point to the availability group listener. After
the database has been created, the user can continue on to adding the databases to the availability group
as an availability database.
Important Note:
If users wish to use an existing BI xPress databases, they can execute a full recovery back up of their
database and restore it on their primary availability replica before continuing to add the database to an
availability group.
Adding the databases to the Availability Group
Once the database(s) have been created, the database(s) can now be added as availability database(s)
to the availability group. This is done in the exact same way a user would add any other database to an
availability group:
1.

Within the database properties, ensure that the databases' recovery model is set to "Full"

2.

Create a network share that each availability replica has permissions to access

3.

Create a full back up of each database on the network share created in Step 2

4.

Once all of the databases have a full back up located on a network share, expand "AlwaysOn High
Availability" within management studio's object explorer

5.

Right-click on the availability group that the user wishes to add the database(s) to and select "Add
Database..."

6.

Walk through the steps within the "Add Database to Availability Group" wizard, ensuring the
database(s) selected meet all of the prerequisites. On the "Select Data Synchronization" page, select
"Full" and specify the network share created in Step 2 as the location accessible by all replicas

Once the BI xPress database has been added to the availability group as an availability database,
whenever a user wishes to connect to the databases, the user should connect through the availability
group listener.
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Trial Limitations

What are the BI xPress trial limitations?
The BI xPress trial offers users an extensive look into all of BI xPress' features. Below is a list of limitations placed on
a BI xPress trial. Any feature not listed contains no limitations.

Trial Limitations

Auditing
Framework

Deployment

Notification

Auditing Framework allows the application and removal of
5 SSIS packages.

Deployment can only deploy a maximum of 4 items at a
time.

Notification allows the application and removal of 5 SSIS
packages.
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Provider Capabilities

What features are available for each of the providers?
Best
Data
BI
Docume
Practice
Lineage Dictionar
Compare
nt
s
y

Custom
Metadata
Import
Excel
Spreadsheet

a

b

a

b

c

d

c

a

c

a

c

a

c

Hive Server

Informatica
PowerCenter
Repository

Oracle
Database

SQL Server

SSAS Server

Additional Notes

Excel Spreadsheet provider works against
Excel 2013 and above Workbooks (*.xlsx)
Hive Server provider works against HDP 2.0
and above

Informatica PowerCenter Repository provider
works against the Informatica PowerCenter
Repository 9.1.0 and above

Oracle Database provider works against
Oracle Databases 12c and above

SQL Server provider works against SQL
Server 2005 and above when connecting to
both SQL Server On-Premises and Azure
Instances

SSAS provider works against SSAS 2005
and above when connecting to a
Multidimensional Instances and SSAS 2012
and above when connecting to a Tabular
Instances. In order to connect to Azure
Analysis Services, users will need to
download and install the latest Microsoft
Analysis Services Client Libraries

SSIS provider works against SSIS 2005 and
above when connecting to the File System,
SQL Server, SSIS Package Store and SSIS
2012 and above when connecting to the
SSIS Catalog
SSIS Package

Important Note:
Pragmatic Workbench (32-bit) must be

Best
Data
BI
Docume
Practice
Lineage Dictionar
Compare
nt
s
y

Additional Notes
Important Note:
used when using the SSIS Package
provider on a machine that only contains
SSDT for Visual Studio 2015.

SSRS provider works against SSRS 2005
and above when connecting to the File
System and SSRS 2008 R2 and above
when connecting to the Native or
SharePoint Web Service.
SSRS Report

Important Note:
KPIs and Mobile Reports are currently not
supported when connecting to an SSRS
2016 or above Report Server

a

Tableau Server

e

c

Tableau provider works against Tableau
Servers with REST API enabled with the
following API Versions: 2.3, 2.2, 2.1 and 2.0

Best Practices rules can be analyzed for the marked provider(s) once the user has created User Defined Best
Practices
a

Documentation sets generated from the marked provider(s) do not contain a unique structure and instead use a
common layout
b

c

Data Dictionary categories can be applied to the marked provider(s) once custom paths have been created

Excel Spreadsheet Lineage Analysis only supports dependency scanning Data Sources from SQL Server and
Analysis Services Databases and does not support PowerPivot
d

e

Tableau Lineage Analysis only supports dependency scanning Data Sources from SQL Server Databases
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Deprecated Features

Which features are deprecated?
Deprecated features are features within BI xPress that has, at a specific release, been marked as
deprecated and will no longer be supported.
In the future, these features may be excluded entirely from the product.
Last Supported
Release

Alternatives

Not Applicable

Insert
Nugget

2017.
4

SSIS
Unit Test

2018.
2

Users should use LegiTest for their SSIS
testing.
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Providers not showing up

Why is a provider not showing up within the Source Type drop down
menu?
While selecting technology types to compare or analyze through BI Compare or Best Practice Analyzer,
you may run into an issue where the source type you wish to use does not show up. If this happens,
chances are you have not met the system requirements for that specific provider. Please check the
System Requirements page and ensure you have all of the system requirements for that specific provider
installed properly.
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Contact Us

4001-B Yancey Road
Charlotte, North Carolina 28217
Phone: (704) 895-6241
Fax: (704) 895-8771
Sales@sentryone.com
Support@sentryone.com
About us:
SentryOne creates unmatched solutions that empower Microsoft data professionals to achieve
breakthrough performance across physical, virtual, and cloud environments. SentryOne products give
customers the capability and confidence to monitor their databases, diagnose performance issues, and
optimize the entire SQL Server estate to provide real business value. The SentryOne team includes more
than 140 employees located in Charlotte, NC, Jacksonville, FL, Salem, NH and Dublin, Ireland.
Company Culture:

Our Mission:
SentryOne empowers the Microsoft data professional to achieve breakthrough data
environments.

Our Core Values:

As SentryOne continues to grow, we know that success depends on remaining true t

Innovation
We create inspired, visionary solutions, and take on challenges that others wonʼt or canʼt.

Quality
We embrace excellence by “getting it right” the first time.

Agility
We respond and adapt quickly to the needs of our clients.
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